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§O. Introduction and statements of results 

Let M be an n-dimensional C~ manifold and let F be a codimension 
one CT+! foliation of M (r > 1). It is well known that there exists always 
(one dimensional foliation of M transverse to F. Thus the following 
question on the integrability of 2-plane fields comes to the front: 
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'Does there exist a 2-dimensional foliation of M transverse to ff if 
ff admits transverse 2-plane fields?' 

Suppose that there exists a 2-dimensional C r +! foliation ff' of M 
which is transverse to ff, that is, at each point x E M, the leaf Lx of ff 
through x and the leaf L~ of ff' through x intersect transversely at x. 
Then the set of intersections of leaves of ff and ff' forms a one dimen
sional en! foliation of M, denoted by ff n ff', each leaf of which lies on 
a leaf of ff. In case M is orientable and both of ff and ff' are trans
versely orientable, the foliation ff n ff' consists of orbits of a non
singular C r vector field X on M such that each vector of X is tangent to 
a leaf of ff. In this context, dynamical systems on the foliation ff come 
in the study of 2-dimensional foliations transverse to ff. The least 
dimension of M which we are interested in is 3, and foliations ff and ff' 
as above are both of codimension one in this case and can be treated on 
the same level. 

In [6] we classified co dimension one foliations transverse to the Reeb 
foliation ff R of the solid torus by studying non-singular vector fields on 
ff R, and proved Theorem A below, making use of the classification men
tioned above. 

Let k be a non-trivial fibred knot in the 3-sphere S3 and let N(k) 
denote a tubular neighborhood of k. Let ff be a co dimension one folia
tion of S3 which is the union of the Reeb foliation of N(k) and the folia
tion of S3-IntN(k) obtained by turbulizing the interior of each fibre of 
S3-Int N(k)-+S! in a collar of the boundary of N(k). For the definition 
of the turbulization, see Section 4. Remark that ff admits a transverse 
2-plane field, since 2-plane bundles over S3 are always trivial. The following 
is the first result on codimension one foliations of 3-dimensional manifolds 
admitting no transverse codimension one foliation (Tamura-Sato [6, The
orem 6]): 

Theorem A. Let ff be the codimension one c= foliation of the 3-
sphere S3 as above. Then there does not exist any codimension one cr 

foliation of S3 (r :;::::2) transverse to ff. 

Our results were developed by Nishimori [2]. He studied foliations 
transverse to various co dimension one foliations generalizing the Reeb 
foliation and classified them. Theorem B below is a typical result on 
foliations admitting no transverse foliation in [2]. Let D2-Int Di
Int D; be a two punctured 2-disk and Jet 

be the natural decomposition of the 3-sphere. And let ffo denote the 
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codimension one C~ foliation of sa consisting of Reeb foliations of SI X 
D2, D~ X SI and D~ X St, and the codimension one foliation of (D2 - Int m 
- Int DD X SI formed by turbulization to the same direction as these of 
D~XSI and D~XSI. For the precise definition, see Section 4. Then the 
following theorem holds (Nishimori [2; Theorem 5]); 

Theorem B. Let:Fo be the codimension one C~ foliation of the 3-
sphere S3 as above. Then there does not exist any codimension one CT 
foliation of S3 (r > 2) transverse to :Fo• 

Furthermore Nishimori proved the following interesting and beautiful 
theorem in his second paper on this subject [3, Theorem 6]: 

Theorem C. Let E be an orientable 3-dimensiolJal C~ manifold which 
is the total space of a C~ bundle over SI with one punctured torus 'P
Int D2 asfibre, and let :F. denote the codimension one C~ foliation of E 
formed by turbulizing the interior of each fibre in a collar of aE. Let 
p: T2-Int D2~T2-Int D2 be the monodromy map of this bundle and let 

p*: Hl(T2-IntD2; Z)~Hl(T2-IntD2; Z) 

be the homomorphism induced by p which is expressed by a conjugacy class 
ofSL(2; Z). 

Then there exists a transversely orientable codimension one CT foliation 
of E (r > 2) transverse to :F. if and only if 

Trace p*>2. 

We remark that codimension one foliations :Fo in Theorem Band 
:F. in Theorem C admit both transverse 2-plane fields. 

It was a common pattern of proofs of Theorems A, Band C that 
they needed firstly to classify codimension one foliations transverse to 
some specified codimension one foliations. However these classifications 
are hard tasks to describe and disturb the clear understanding of the 
meaning of these theorems. 

The purpose of this paper is to carry on the study of non-singular 
vector fields on codimension one foliations of 3-manifolds and to give 
direct proofs for Theorems A, Band C so that they can reveal the obstruc
tion to admit transverse foliations, in the frame of dynamical systems 
such as the compactification of vector fields (Section 6), asymptotic ho
mology classes (Section 7) and the bifurcation of leaves (Section 9), with
out using any classifications. 

The methods used in this paper enable us to prove the following 
theorem. Since the proof is contained in that of Theorem C given in 
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Sections 7 and 8, we state here the result without proof. 

Theorem C'. Let E be an orientable 3-dimensional COO manifold which 
is the total space of a Coo bundle over Sl with the torus T2 as fibre, and let 
!F denote the codimension one Coo foliation of E whose leaves are fibres of 
this bundle. Let ifJ: T2---+T2 be the monodromy map of this bundle and let 
<p*: Hl(T2; Z)---+Hl(T2; Z) be the induced homomorphism. 

Then there exists a transversely orientable codimension one C' foliation 
of E (r > 2) transverse to !F if and only if 

Trace ifJ*>2. 

As a direct consequence of the main lemma (Theorem 10.1) to prove 
Theorem B, the following theorem will be obtained: 

Theorem D. Every 3-dimensional Coo manifold has a codimension one 
COO foliation which does not admit any codimension one C' foliation (r>2) 
transverse to it. 

The phenomena of geometric dynamics appeared in this study may 
be considered as a new object of the study of dynamical systems. 

The author thanks Koichi Yano, Toshiyuki Nishimori and Atsushi 
Sato for helpful comments. 

§ 1. Some elementary properties of non-singular vector fields on the torus 

In this section we recall some properties of non-singular vector fields 
on the torus by Reinhart [5] and give proofs for the convenience of 
the reader. 

Let Q' be a subset of the 2-dimensional euclidean space R2 and let 
Y' be a non-singular continuous vector field on Q'. Then, by identifying 
R2 and the tangent space TiR2) of R2 at y E ~ naturally, a continuous 
map 

J(Y'): Q'---+Sl 

is defined by 

(J(Y'»(y) = Y'(y)/I Y'(y) I· 

Let Q be a subset of the torus T2 and let Y be a non-singular con
tinuous vector field on Q. Then a continuous map 
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is defined as follows. Let if: R2-+ T2 be a covering map such that 
if(p, q)=if(p+n, q+m) for (p, q) E R2 and arbitrary integers n, m. For 
a point z E Q, let Z E RZ be a lift of z, that is if(i) =Z, and let v E T.(R2) be 
the tangent vector at z such that dif(v) = Y(z). We define 

(f(Y»(z)=v/lvl· 

Obviously fey) is well defined and continuous: The homotopy class of 
fey) is uniquely determined independent of the choice of covering maps 
RZ->;TZ. 

Now let C be an oriented simple closed cr curve (r > 1) on the torus 
and let Ye be the unit tangent vector field on C. Then the following 
lemma holds ([5, Theorem I]): 

Lemma 1.1. If Cis not homologous to zero, then the degree of 
f(Ye): C->;SI is zero. 

Proof. We take an imbedding go: S!->;T2 such that gO(SI)=C. Let 
gl: SI->;T2 be an imbedding homotopic to go such that gl(SI) is the image 
of a line in R2 by if. 

Consider the covering map 

corresponding to the subgroup of 1t"1(TZ) generated by {go}. Then there 
exist lifts go, gl: SI->;SI X R of go and gl: 

We can take go andgl so that 

Then US!) U US!) bounds an annulus in SI X R. This implies that go 
and gl are isotopic in SI XR and, thus, go and gl are regularly homotopic 
in T2. 

Let gt: SI->;T2 (O<t < 1) be a regular homotopy between go and gh 
and letft: SI->;SI (O~t<l) be a continuous map defined by 

f, (0) = dg t (O)/·j dgt (O)j (0 E S!). 
t dO dO 

Since j; is a constant map, the degree of fo is zero. This shows that the 
degree offCYe) is zero. Thus this lemma is proved. 
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In the following homology groups H*( ) denote always the integral 
homology groups unless the coefficients are specified. 

The following proposition due to Reinhart [5, Corollary 3] is used in 
Section 3: 

Proposition 1.2. Let X be a non-singular cr vector field on the torus 
(r ~ 1). If X has no closed orbit, then the homomorphism 

induced by the continuous map f(X): T2~SI is a zero map. 

Proof As is well known there exists an oriented simple closed curve 
Co transverse to X. Let Xo be a point of Co and let cp(t, xo) denote the 
orbit of X through Xo' If {cp(t, xo); t >O} n Co=p, then the aJ-limit set of 
cp(t, xo) is a closed orbit by the Poincare-Bendixson theorem, since the 
compactification of T2 - Co by adding two points is homeomorphic to the 
2-sphere S2. This contradicts the assumption. Thus we have 

Therefore, as is easily verified, there exists a non-singular cr vector field 
X' on the torus obtained from X by modifying vectors near Co such that 
X' satisfies the following: 

(a) f(X'): T2~SI is homotopic to f(X). 
(b) The first intersection of the positive orbit {CP(t, x); t >O} with Co 

is Xo' 

Let C1 denote the oriented simple closed curve formed by the orbit of X' 
through Xo and let [C11 denote the homology class represented by C1• 

Then, by Lemma 1.1, we have 

Furthermore, let Xo denote the unit tangent vector field on Co. Then, as 
is easily verified, two maps f(Xo), f(X') I Co: CO~SI are homotopic. This 
implies by Lemma 1.1 that 

Since [Co] and [C1] generate H 1(T2), the homomorphism (f(X'»*, thus 
(f(X»*, is a zero map. This proves the proposition. 
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§ 2. Reeb components 

Let M be an n-dimensional C~ manifold with or without boundary. 
A codimension q CT foliation of M is denoted by a set :F of leaves. In 
case aM:::/=p, we understand that, for each connected component Nt of 
aM, the restriction :FINi={connected components of LnNi ; L E:F} of 
:F to Nt is a codimension q or q-I CT foliation. 

In the following sections, we fix an orientation on the circle SI. 
The Reeb foliation of the solid torus SI X D2 is the codimension one 

C~ foliation constructed by turbulizing {OJ X Int D2 (0 E SI) in a collar of 
the boundary SI X D2 (Fig. I). In the following, a point e2#Oi of SI is 
simply denoted by o. 

SIX.D' SIXD' 

---------- --
{O}XIntD' ~ 

turbulization 

----------
" 

Fig. 1. 

In case the turbulization is taken in the minus (resp. plus) direction of 
St, the Reeb foliation is called the plus Reeb foliation (resp. minus Reeb 
foliation) of SI X D2 and is denoted by :Fk+) (resp. :Fk -». (Fig. 2). The 
plus Reeb foliation :Fk+) (resp. minus Reeb foliation :Fk-» has a con
tracting holonomy with respect to the compact leaf T2 = SI X aD2 in the 
minus (resp. plus) direction of SI X {*}. The leaf of :Fk±) obtained from 
{OJ XInt D2 is denoted by Lo. Thus :Fk±)={Ls; 0 E SI} U {T2}. 

Since the Reeb foliations :Fk±) are given objects in this paper, we 
may assume that leaves of :Fk±) have a normalized form, that is, they are 
symmetric with respect to SI X {OJ and {O} X D2 is tangent exactly to one 
leaf Le of :Fk+) (resp. :F}l» at one point (0, 0) for each 0 E SI. 

The Reeb foliation of the annulus SI XD1 is a codimension one CT 
foliation (r > I) constructed by turbulizing {OJ X Int Dl (0 E SI) in collars 
of SI X { -I} and SI X {I}. In case the turbulization is taken in the minus 
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S'XD' S'XD' 
", ' .. ' 

S' 

Fig. 2. 

(resp. plus) direction of SI, in other words, compact leaves SIX{-I} and 
SI X {I} have both contracting holonomy in the minus (resp. plus) direc
tion of SI, the Reeb foliation of SI XD1 is called a plus Reeb foliation 
(resp. minus Reeb foliation) and is denoted by §k+) (resp. §k-» (Fig. 3). 

A codimension one C' foliation (r:?:: 1) of the annulus SI XD 1 con
structed by turbulizing {OJ X Int D2 (0 e SI) in collars of SI X { -I} and SI X 
{I} so that the directions are different for SI X {-I} and SI X {I} is called 
a slope foliation and is denoted by § s (Fig. 3). The leaf of §k±) or § s 

obtained from {OJ XInt Dl is denoted by LB. Then §k±) and § s are 
{LB; OeS1}U{SIX{-I}, SIX{l}}. 

In this paper, plus and minus Reeb foliations §k±) and slope folia
tions § s of the annulus appear as foliations formed by orbits of non
singular vector fields which are restrictions of vector fields tangent to 

S' 

Fig. 3. 
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codimension one foliations of 3-dimensional manifolds. The only condi
tion we assume for them is the following: 

(2.1) Each noncompact leaf L8 of plus and minus Reeb foliations 
ff}fl of SIXDI is tangent to {O}XDI at exactly one point, say Z8, and is 
transverse to {O'} XD 1 (0' E SI) if 0=1=0' (Fig. 3). Each noncompact leaf 
L8 of slope component ff s is always transverse to {O'} XDI (0' E SI). 

A foliated C' I-bundle of SIXD1, that is, a codimension one CT 
foliation of the annulus SI X Dl (r > I) whose leaves are transverse to 
{O} X Dl for any() E SI, consists of compact leaves and a countable number 
of codimension one foliations isomorphic to slope components (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4. 

The following lemma will be used in Section 3. 

Lemma 2.2. Let ff be one of ff<;:>' ffk- l and ff s, and let a proper 
CT imbedding 

with 1'(-1) E SlX{-I}, 1'(1) E SlX{I} be given. Then there exists a 
proper CT imbedding 

satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) 1'0(-1)=1'(-1),1'0(1)=1'(1). 
(ii) go is isotopic to l' fixing the end points 1'0(-1),1'0(1). 
(iii) (a) In case ff =ffk+ l or ffk->' the curve goCD1) is transverse to 

leaves of ff except one leaf, say L 80' and is tangent to L80 at exactly one 
point Z80. L80 is tangent to gO(Dl) from the minus side (resp. plus side) in 
case ff =ffk+ l (resp. ffk- l ) (Fig. 5). 
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plus side 

Fig. 5. 

minus side 

(b) In case ff =ff s, the curve gO(DI) is transverse to leaves of ff. 

Proof. First suppose that ff =ff}tl or ff};l. It is obvious that a 
proper imbedding 

g': DI~SIXDI 

such that g'(D1)={O} XD1, satisfies the condition corresponding to the 
condition (iii) for go (Fig. 6). 

By modifying this imbedding g' in collars of SI X { -I} and SI X {I} 
as written by broken curves in Fig. 6 if necessary, we obtain an imbedding 
go with desired property. 

The proof for the case ff =ff s is similar. Thus this lemma is proved. 

Lemma 2.3. Let ff be one of ffk+l, ff};l and ff s, and let g: SI XDI 
~SI X DI be a CT diffeomorphism. Then there exists a CT diffeomorphism 

S'XD' 

Fig. 6. 
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satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For each point 0 e SI, it holds that 

go(O, -1)=g(O, -1), go(O, 1)=g(O, 1), 

and that g I {O} X DI and go I {O} X DI are isotopic fixing their end points. 
(ii) (a) In case ff =fft;) or ffk-), each curve go({O} XDI) (0 e SI) 

is transverse to leaves of ff except one leaf, say £0" and is tangent to £0' at 
exactly one point ZO'. 

(b) In case ff=ffs, each curve gO({O}XDI) (0 e SI) is transverse to 
leaves of ff. 

Proof. We can prove this lemma by the argument used in the proof 
of Lemma 2.1. The details are left to the reader. 

Let T2 = SI X aD2 be the torus which is the boundary of the solid 
torus StXD2. Recall that SI and SI=aD2 are oriented. We denote by 
a and fi the homology classes of HI(T2) represented by the longitude 
SI X {*} and the meridian {**} XaD2 respectively, where ** e SI, * e aD2. 

Let X be a non-singular C T vector field (r > 1) on T2. Denote by ff 
the codimension one CT foliation of rz consisting of orbits of X. We 
assume that ff has a compact leaf, say Lcomp, and that the homology class 
[Lcomp] represented by Lcomp with the orientation induced from XI Lcomp is 
aa+bf3 with a*O. 

Let LA (,'i e A) denote the compact leaves of ff and let Ua (0' E 2) be 
the connected components of T2_ UAEA LA. Then the boundary of a con
nected component Uq consists of compact leaves, say La and L~, where it 
may happen that La =L~. We give La and L~ the orientations induced 
from X. 

For a point z e Ua, the a-limit set and the w-limit set of z are con
tained in La U L~ by the Poincan5-Bendixson theorem. Furthermore, as 
is easily verified, the a-limit set of z is one of Lq and L~, and the w-limit 
set of z is the other. The a-limit and the w-limit sets of z do not depend 
on the choice of the point z. We assume here that La is the a-limit set 
and L~ is the w-limit set. 

In the following we denote by PI: SI X aD2~sl the projection onto 
the first factor. 

If the degree of PilLa: La~SI (resp. PIIL~: L~~SI) is lal and the 
degree of PI I L~: L~ ~SI (resp. PI I La: L~SI) is -I a I with respect to 
orientations of L~, L~ and SI, then the restriction ff I Ua of ff to Ua is 
said to be a plus Reeb component (resp. minus Reeb component) of ff, 
and furthermore, if the degrees of I'll La: La~SI and I'll L~: L~~SI are 
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S' 

Fig. 7. 

plus minus slope 
Reeb component Reeb component component 

the same, then the restriction ff I U. of ff to U. is said to be a slope com
ponent of ff (Fig. 7). 

As is easily verified, there exists a C r diffeomorphism 

g.: SIXDI---,;U. 

with the following properties (i), (ii): 
(i) The degree of the map PI 0 g.: SI X {O}---,;SI is positive. 
(ii) g. is a leaf preserving map from a plus Reeb foliation, a minus 

Reeb foliation or a slope foliation of SI X DI to ff I U. according as ff I Uq 

is a plus Reeb component, a minus Reeb component or a slope com
ponent. 

A union of slope components and compact leaves of ff is said to be 
an I-bundle component if the union of the underlying space is connected. 

It is obvious that the number of a E ;; such that ff I u. is a plus or a 
minus Reeb component is finite. 

We denote the plus Reeb components and the minus Reeb com
ponents in ff by ffIKi+) (i=1,2, ... ,p) and ffIKi-) (i=1,2, ... ,q) 
respectively, where Ki+) and Kj-) are closed subsets of T2. And thus, the 
restriction of ff to the closure of P-Uf=lKj+)-Ui=lK<-) consists of 
a finite number of I-bundle components of ff. 

§ 3. Non-singular vector fields on the Reeb foliation of the solid torus 

Let X be a non-singular c r vector field (r:2: 1) on the plus Reeb 
foliation :Fk,+) of the solid torus SIXD2, that is, X is a non-singular cr 

vector fieldon SI X D2 such that the vector X(z) of X at z E SI X D2 is 
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tangent to the leaf L. of :F5t) containing z. 
Let 1:(SI XD2) be the tangent bundle of SI XD2 and let 1:(:F5t) be the 

tangent bundle of :Fk+" that is to say, 1:(:Fk+) is an orientable 2-plane 
bundle over SI X D2 consisting of vectors of 1:(SI X D2) tangent to leaves 

. of :Fk+). Since the classifying space for orientable 2-plane bundles is 
P~(C), 1:(:Fk+) is a trivial bundle. Thus the existence of a non-singular 
vector field X as above and 2-plane fields transverse to :Fk+) is obvious. 

In the following we denote by P: SIXD2_(SI X {O})_T2 the projec
tion defined by 

P(x, y)=(x, y/!yl). 

Thus the map P! (Lo-{(O, O)}): Lo-{(O, 0)}_T2 is locally diffeomorphic. 

Lemma 3.1. Let f(X! T2): T2_SI be the continuous map defined in 
Section 1. Then,for a simple closed curve {Oo} xaD2 in T2, we have 

Proof Consider the non-singular C'vector field X! ({oo} XaD2) on 
{Oo}XaD2. Now suppose that 

Then the map f(X! {Oo} X aD2): {Oo} X aD2_sl is null homotopic. On the 
other hand, for the unit tangent vector field Yo on the simple closed curve 
{Oo} X aD2 with a specified orientation in T 2, the continuous map 

f(Yo): {Oo} xaD2_sl 

is null homotopic by Lemma 1.1. Thus two continuous maps f(X! {Oo} X 
aD2) andf(Yo) are homotopic. 

Denote D2(r) = {(x, y) e R2; x2+ y2<r2}. Then we may assume that 
{Oo} X aD2(I-e) is a simple closed curve of a noncompact leaf L of :F}t) 
for sufficiently small e>O. Sincef(X! {Oo} xaD2) andf(Yo) are homotopic, 
as is easily verified, we can define a continuous family Yi (0:::;: t < 1) of 
non-singular continuous vector fields on {Oo} X aD2(1-e) such that Y~= 
X!({Oo}XaD2(1-e» and that Yf is a unit tangent vector field of {Oo} X 
aD2(1-e), by making use of the homeomorphism P!({Oo} X aD2(1-e»: 
{Oo} XaD2(I-e)_{Oo} XaD2, where P is the projection defined above. 

By considering L=R2, two continuous maps 

are defined as in Section 1. These two continuous maps are homotopic. 
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On the other hand, it is obvious that the degree of J(Y~) is zero and the 
degree of l(YD is 1. This is a contradiction. Thus this lemma is proved. 

The following proposition is due to Davis-Wilson [1, Corollary 4.2]: 

Proposition 3.2. Let X be as above. Then the non-singular C r vector 
field XI T2 on the compact leaf T2 of .F}tl has at least one closed orbit. 

Proof It follows from Lemma 3.1 that U(XI P»* is not a zero 
map. By Proposition 1.2, this implies that the C r vector field XI P on 
P has a closed orbit. Thus this proposition is proved. 

In fact XI T2 has at least two closed orbits (see Lemma 3.4). 
Let §' x denote the one dimensional cr foliation of the solid torus 

SI X D2 whose leaves are orbits of X. Then the restriction of §' x to each 
leaf L of the plus Reeb foliation .F'Itl is a codimension one C r foliation 
of L. By Proposition 3.2, the co dimension one c r foliation §' x I P of 
T2 has at least one compact leaf, say Lcomp" 

Lemma 3.3. Let [Lcomp] be the homology class represented by Lcomp" 
Then it holds that 

where a, ~ are generators of Hl(T2) defined in Section 2. 

Proof Suppose that a=O, thus [Lcomp]=±~. Then, by Lemma 1.1, 
U(XI P»*(~)=O. This contradicts Lemma 3.1. Thus this lemma is 
proved. 

Since §' x I T2 has a compact leaf Lcomp with [Lcomp]=aa+b~, a=i=O, 
as was observed in Section 2, there exist closed subsets Ki+ l , K~+>, "', 
K( + 1 KH KH ... KH of T2 such that §' I K( + 1 (i = 1 2 ... p) are 
p,1,2, 'q X t '" 

plus Reeb components and §' x I Ki- l (i = 1,2, .. " q) are minus Reeb 
-components, and that the restriction §' x I P to the closure of T2_ 
ULIKi+l-U{~lKl-l is a disjoint union of finite number of I-bundle 
-components. 

Lemma 3.4. The number p+q is an even integer. 

Proof Two compact leaves bounding Kl+l or Kl-l have different 
directions and two compact leaves bounding a slope component have the 
same direction with respect to the directions induced from XI T2. This 
jmplies that p + q is even. 

Lemma 3.5. Let [Lcomp]=aa+b~, a=i=O, as in Lemma 3.3. Then there 
exists a c r imbedding 
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g:sl~r 

satisfying the following conditions (Fig. 8): 
(i) The homology class [g(Sl)] represented by g(Sl) is ±f3. 
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(ii) g(Sl) is transverse to leaves of § x I r except la!(p+q) points, 
say Zl,j, Z2,j, ... , Zp,j, z;.,j, ~,j, ••• , Z~,j (j = 1,2, ... , lal), such that 

Z· E Int K(+) t,j i 

Z~,j E Int Ki-) 

(i=1,2,. ··,p;j=1,2,·. ',Ial), 

(i=1,2, ... ,q;j=1,2, "',Ial), 

and a leaf of § x I Ki+) (resp. § x I Ki-») is tangent to g(Sl) at Zt,j (resp. zi,j) 
from the minus side (resp. plus side) of g(Sl). 

plus side 

Fig. 8. 

minus side 

Proof Let Lcomp be a compact leaf of § x I r and let gl: Sl~ T2 be 
an imbedding such thatg1(Sl)={f}}XiW2. Then the algebraic intersection 
number of Lcomp and gl(Sl) is ±Ial. The manifold obtained from r by 
cutting along Lcomp is an annulus. Thus, by an argument using Schoen
flies theorem, it follows that there exists an imbedding g2: sl~r isotopic 
to gl such that g2(Sl) intersects with Lcomp at lal points. By a similar 
argument we have an imbedding gz: sl~r isotopic to g2 such that gS(Sl) 
intersects with each compact leaf of § x I rat lal points. 

Let § x I K denote one of plus Reeb components and minus Reeb 
components of § x I r, where K is a closed subset of r. Then gsCS1) n K 
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consists of disjoint I al simple curves, say gCi): (DI, aDl)---,>-(K, aK) i = 1,2, 
... , lal. Now we apply Lemma 2.2 to each gCt). Then as a union of 
these simple curves, we obtain an imbedding g: Sl---,>-P we are looking 
for. Thus this lemma is proved. 

For the imbedding g as in Lemma 3.5, the leaves of ff x I T Z at the 
plus side of the curve g(Sl) form a family of concentric half circles with 
center Zt.J near Zi.J and an upper part of a family of conforcal parabolas 
near z;.J (Fig. 9, (a». 

According to the condition (i) of Lemma 3.5, for a noncompact leaf 
Lo of Fk,+), there exists a simple closed cr curve C of Lo situated very 
close to g(Sl) in Sl XD2. Let D denote the compact subset of Lo bounded 
by C which is cr diffeomorphic to the 2-disk. 

Consider the c r vector field XID on D. Since C is very close to 
g(Sl), the vectors of XID are tangent to the boundary aD of D at exactly 
lal(p+q) points Zt.J (i=l, 2, .. ·,p;j=l, 2, ... , lal), z~.1(i=l, 2, ... , q; 
j = 1,2, ... , lal) such that Zt.J (resp. z;.J) is very close to Zi.J (resp. Z..i) 
and, furthermore, the orbits of XID form a family of concentric half 
circles with center Zt.1 near Zt.J and an upper part of conforcal parabolas 
near Z:.1 (Fig. 9, (b». 

We define a codimension one Co foliation .# of the double DUD of 
D with lal(p+q) singular points Zid (i=1,2, ... ,p;j=I,2, ···,Ial), 
z~.J (i=l, 2, ... , q;j=l, 2, ... , lal) by the double of the orbits of the 
vector field XID. The index of the singularity of .# at Zt.J Crespo at z:.j) 
is 1 (resp. -I) (Fig. 9, (c». Thus, since DUD is homeomorphic to the 
2-sphere, we have 

(a) 

laICp-q)=2. 

(b) 

Fig. 9. 

(c) 
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The integer p-q is even by Lemma 3.4. Thus the following proposition 
holds. (Compare with Davis-Wilson [1]). 

Proposition 3.6. Let F}t), X, § x, L comp, aa+bj3, p and q be as above. 
Then we have 

lal=l, p-q=2. 

A codimension one c r foliation § of the torus (r > 1) having com
pact leaves LA (A e A) with the homology class [LJ=aa+bj3, a:;t:O, is said 
to be normalized if the following conditions are satisfied (Fig. 10): 

(i) Every LA is the image ofa line in R2 by the projection it: R2---+T2. 
(ii) For every noncompact leaf L of a plus or a minus Reeb com

ponent of §, the leaf L is transverse to {O}XSI (0 e Sl) except one, say 
{Od x Sl, and is tangent to {OL}XS 1 at exactly one point. 

Fig. 10. 

Now we have the following proposition: 

Proposition 3.7. Let X be a non-singular c r vector field (r > 1) on T2 
with a closed orbit C such that the homology class [C]=aa+bj3, a:;t:O, and 
let § denote the codimension one cr foliation of T2 formed by orbits of X. 
Then there exist a normalized codimension one c r foliation § 0 of T2 and a 
C r diffeomorphism 

satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) g is an isomorphism between § and § o' 

(ii) g is isotopic to the identity. 
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This proposition can be proved by using Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 3.5. 
We omit the details. 

§ 4. Non-singular vector fields on turbulized foliations ~~ of punctured 
surface bundles over the circle 

Let Iim) denote a compact 2-dimensional C~ manifold obtained 
from the closed orientable surface I g of genus g by deleting m disjointly 
imbedded 2-disks D~, D~, .. " D:": . 

m . 

Iim)=Ig-U Int D~. 
i=l . 

Let E be a compact connected orientable 3-dimensional C~manifold . with 
boundary and let ~: E---+SI be a C~ fibering over the circle Sl with fibre 
I im), where m> 1. Thus E is constructed as follows. Suppose that 

is an orientation preserving C~ diffeomorphism. Then E is a quotient 
space obtained from the product space IX Iim) by identifying (0. y) and 
(1, ¢(y» for y E Iim) and the projection ~ is the map ~(t, y)= t (mod 1) 
for tEl, Y E Iim). 

The boundary aE of E consists of disjoint union of tori, say 11, n, 
"', r,. In case ¢(aDD=aD~ (i=l, 2, "', m), we have s=m. 

Recall that an orientation is specified on the circle Sl. In the follow
ing a point ebi8 of Sl is simply denoted by 0 E R and the orientation of 
Sl is compatible with the natural orientation of R. 

We choose a set of generators air" 13k of H1(TD (k= 1,2, .. " s) so 
that 

(7t'1 n)*ak=ck[SI], Ck>O, 

(7t'1 n)*f3k=O, 

where lSI] denotes the homology class represented by Sl. Then we have 
~~=l c/r,=m. 

A turbulization of the base space Sl in the minus or the plus direc
tion induces a turbulization of the boundary of n (k= 1,2, .. " s). 

Let e be a function defined on the set {I, 2, .. " s} whose values are 
1 or -1. We let ~~ denote a codimension one C~ foliation of E 
obtained by turbulizing the interior of each fibre of ~: E ---+Sl in. the sign 
(-e(k» direction in a collar of an for k= 1,2, .. " s, similarly as to 
construct ~k±) in Section 2 (Fig. 11) .. 
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Tl 

S' 

<(1)=<(2)=<(3)= I 

Fig. 11. 

Let L, (0<0< 1) denote a noncompact leaf of §"; obtained from 
the interior of rr-1(0) by the turbulization. Then we have 

§"~={L,; 0 e Sl} U {11; k=l, 2, . ", s}. 

Let X be a non-singular C' vector field (r > 1) on the codimension 
one foliation §"~ of E, that is to say, the vector X(z) of X at z e E is 
tangent to the leaf of §"! containing z. Let § x denote the one dimen
sional C' foliation of E whose leaves are orbits of X. 

Suppose that the restriction § x I 11 of § x to 11 has a compact leaf, 
say L k. We denote by [Lit] the homology class of H 1(11) represented by 
Lk with the orientation induced from X. Then, if (rr I 11)i[Lk])=FO, plus 
Reeb components, minus Reeb components and slope components of 
§ x I 11 can be defined by using the projection rr I 11: T~---+Sl as in the 
case of the plus Reeb foliation §"k+) of the solid torus (Section 3). 

We define integers ak , bit, Pit and qk (k=l, 2, "', s) as follows: 
(4.1) (1) In case § x 111 has a compact leaf, say L k , let 

[Lit] =akcxk +bk [3k' 

Furthermore, in case ak=FO, let Pk and qk denote the number of plus 
Reeb components § x I Kti (i = I, 2, .. " P k) and the number of minus 
Reeb components § x I Kti (i = 1, 2, .. " q k) contained in § x I 11 re
spectively, and, in case ak =0 thus ILk] = ±[3k, let Pk =qk =0. 

(2) In case § x I 11 has no compact leaf, let 

Then the following proposition generalizing Proposition 3.6 holds 
(Tamura-Sato [6; Proposition 2], Nishimori [2; Proposition 4.3]): 
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Proposition 4.2. Let E, §';, X, §' x, air" blr" Ck, Prr, and qlr, be as above. 
Then we have 

• L: e(k)ckla k l(prr,-qrr,)=2(2-2g-m). 
k=l 

Proof First suppose that §' x I n is as (4.1) (1). We take a CT im
bedding 

as follows: 
(i) If ak=FO, glr, is an imbedding g as in Lemma 3.5 for ak=a, 

flk = fl, arr, =a, bk =b, Pk = P and qk =q. 
(ii) If arr,=O, gk is an imbedding such that glr,(SI)=Lk. 

Then, in the case of (i), the leaves of §' x I n are transverse to gr.JS1) 

except larr,I(Pk+qk) points Zk,I,j' Zk,2,j, "', Zk,Pk,j' Z~,I,j, Z~,2,j, "', Z~,qk,j 
(j = 1, 2, .. " I a k I), and a noncompact leaf of §' x I n contained in the 
plus Reeb component §' x I K~~2 (resp. minus Reeb component §' x I Kt2) 
is tangent to g(SI) at Zk,i,j (resp. at Z~,i,j) for i = 1,2, .. " la k I from the 
minus side (resp. plus side) of g(SI) (Fig. 12). 

plus side plus side 

minus side minus side 

Fig. 12. 

In the case of (ii), as is easily verified, there exists a non-singular CT 
vector field y(k) on n such that the map /(Y(k»): T2~SI is homotopic 
to the map/(XI n): ~~Sl and the vectors of y(k) Igrr,(SI) are transverse 
to gk(Sl), where/(Y(rr,») and/(XI Tn are maps defined in Section 1. 

Next suppose that §' x I n has no compact leaves «4.1) (2)). Then 
we let 
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be a CT imbedding such that g lSI) is a connected component of the inter
section of 11 with a fibre of~. By Proposition 1.2, the homomorphism 

is a zero map. Thus, as is easily verified, there exists a non-singular con
tinuous vector field y(k) on 11 such that the map f(y(k»: r~sl is 
homotopic to f(XI 11) and that the vectors of y(k) I g is') are transverse 
to gk(Sl). 

Now let L be a noncompact leaf of ~;. Then, as is easily verified, 
we can take simple closed CT curves qk) (k= 1,2, .. " s; 1 = 1,2, .. " Ck) 
in L such that qk) (I = 1,2, .. " Ck) are very close to g k(SI) and that the 
union of qk) (k= 1,2, .. " s; 1 = 1,2, .. " ck ) bounds a compact subset 
of L, say I. Let us consider the vector field XI Ion I. In case ~ I I T% 
is as (4.1) (1) and ak *0, the vectors of XI I are transverse to qk) (l = 1, 
2, "', Ck) except lakl(Pk+qk) points Zk,!,J,l (i=I,2, "', Pk;j=l, 2, 
"', lakl) and Z~,i,J,l (i=l, 2, "', qk;j=l, 2, "', lakl) such that Zk,i,},l 
and Z~,i,J,l are very close to Zk,i,J,l and Z~,i,J,l respectively, and that the 
orbits of XII form a family of concentric half circles with center Zk,i,J,l 
(resp. an upper part of conforcal parabolas) near Zk,i,J,l and an upper 
part of conforcal parabolas (resp. a family of concentric half circles with 
center Z~,i,},l) near Z~,i,J,l if e(k) = I (resp. e(k) = -I). (Fig. 12). 

We let II be a subset of {I, 2, .. " s} such that k e II if and only if 
§ I I T% is as (4.1) (1), ak =0, or as (4.1) (2). Then by modifying the 
vector field XI I in collars C(qll» of qk) for k e II making use of the 
vector field Y(II), we obtain a non-singular CT vector field Xo on I with 
the following properties: 

(i) Xo I (I-Ukell c(qk»)=XI (I -Ukell C(qk»). 
(ii) Vectors of Xo are transverse to qk) for k e II. 
We define a codimension one Co foliation .# of the double I U I of 

I with L;%=lcklakl(Pk+qk) singular points Zk,i,J,l (k ~ II, i=l, 2, "', 
Pk;j=I,2, "', lakl; 1=1, 2, "', Ck), Z~,i,J,l (k ~ II, i=l, 2, "', qk;j= 
1,2, .. " la k I; 1= 1,2, .. " Ck) by the double of the orbits of the vector 
field Xo' Since the indices of the singularities at Zk,i,J,l and these at 
Z~,i,J,l are 1 and -I (resp. -1 and I) if e(k)=1 (resp. e(k)=-I), this 
proposition is proved by considering the Euler number of I U I. 

Now let~: E,~S' be a C~ fibering over SI with Iil)=Ig-Int D2 
as fibre and an orientable 3-dimensional manifold E, as total space. Then 
oE, = T2. Let a and f3 be generators of H,(oE,) such that 
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Let ff r. denote a codimension one C' foliation ff; of El for which e(l) = 1. 
Then the following proposition is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.2 
([6, Proposition 2]): 

Proposition 4.3. Let E10 ff., a and j3 be as above, and let X be a non-
singular C' vector field (r ~ 1) on ff.. Then the following hold: 

( i ) The C' vector field XI aEI has at least one closed orbit. 
(ii) The homology class represented by a closed orbit is (ux+bj3, a::;t=O. 
(iii) Let p and q be the numbers of plus Reeb components and minus 

Reeb components in the codimension one foliation formed by the orbits of 
XI aEI • Then it holds that 

lal(p-q)=2(l-2g). 

§ 5. Transverse foliations 

Let M be an n-dimensional C~ manifold and let ff be a codimension 
q C' foliation of M (r > 1). A codimension q' C' foliation ff' of M with 
q +q' ~n is said to be transverse to ff, denoted by ff(fl ~', if, at each 
point x E M, the leaf Lx of ff through x and the leaf L~ of :IF through x 
intersect transversely at x, that is, T,,(Lx) + Tx(L~) = Tx(M). 

Let 

ff ~ ff' = {connected components of L n L'; L E ~, L' E ff'}. 

Then ~ n ff' is obviously a codimension q+q' C' foliation of M. 
Let D~ denote the half 2-disk {(x, y) E D2; y>O} and let ffki§ denote 

the restriction of the plus Reeb foliation ~k+) of S1XD2 to SIXD~. Let 
~: denote the codimension one C~ foliation of SI X D2 obtained 
from two copies of ffki§ by identifying two copies of compact subsets 
(SI X D~) n aDz (Fig. 13, (b». Then ff: is transverse to ffk+). ffki§ is 
called the plus half Reeb foliation of SI X D~ (Fig. 13, (a». 

ffki§ and TS1 below are codimension one C' 'foliations' of 3-dimen
sional C~ manifolds with corner. Let H denote a hexagon with vertices 
Vb V2, •• " V6• Let TS1 denote a codimension one COO 'foliation' of SI X H 
consisting of 3 compact leaves Sl X V1V2, Sl X V3V4, Sl X V5V6 and noncom
pact leaves such that they are of the same form and one of them is as 
Fig. 14, (a). TS1 is called the TS component of type 1. Let ff' be a 
co dimension one C~ foliation of Sl X D2 consisting of TS1 and three copies 
of ffki§ by identifying Sl X V i Vi+l with the compact leaf of ffki§ for i = 1, 
3,5. Then ff' is transverse to ffk+) (Fig. 14, (b». For details, see 
Tamura-Sato [6]. 

In a previous paper [6], the classification of codimension one Coo 
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foliations transverse to the Reeb foliation of the solid torus is completed. 
And the classifications of codimension one C~ foliations transverse to 
codimension one Coo foliations of 3-manifolds of more general types are 
obtained by Nishimori [2]. 

Let E, sz=-! and T% be as in Section 4. We remark that sz=-~ is trans
versely orientable. Suppose that .f?' is a transversely orientable codimen
sion one cr foliation of E transverse to sz=-! (r > 2). Then § = sz=-! n SZ=-' 
is the one dimensional c r foliation of E consisting of C' simple curves of 
leaves of .f?:. For a leaf L of sz=-!, the restriction § I L of § to L is a 
codimension one C, foliation of L. 

Since sz=-: and SZ=-' are transversely orientable, we can give consistent 
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orientations on elements of §". Let X denote the vector field on E con
sisting of unit tangent vectors of curves belonging to §". Then X is a 
non-singular C r - I vector field on E tangent to (leaves of) §"!. §" consists 
of orbits of X. 

A C r - I vector field X on §! obtained from transverse foliation /F' 
as above is said to be transversely integrable. 

By Propositions 3.6, 4.2 and 4.3, we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 5:1. Let §" = §"! n §"' be as above. 
(I) Let IXIr" 13k, air" blr" CIr"PIr, and qlr, be as in Section 4 for §"JaE. 

Then the equation of Proposition 4.2 holds. 
(II) Let EI be as in Section 4 and let IX, 13, a, p and q be as in Section 

4 for §" J aEI. Then the following hold: 
( i ) §" J aEI has at least one compact leaf 
(ii) JaJ(p-q)=2(1-2g). 

In particular, JaJ=I, p-q=2 in case EI=SIXD2. 
Let V = {V(z); Z E E} be a non-singular C r -I vector field (r:?: 2) on 

E satisfying the following conditions (Fig. 15): 
(5.2) (i) J V(z) J = 1 (z E E) (with respect to a Riemannian metric 

onE). 
(ii) Each V(z) is tangent to the leaf of §' containing z. 
(iii) Each V(z) is transverse to the leaf of §"~ containing z and, in 

case z is contained in a noncompact leaf L, (0 E SI), V(z) is towards the 
minus direction of SI. (The latter condition implies that V(z) is inward 
(resp. outward) if z E 11 and e(k) = 1 (resp. e(k) = -1).) 

(iv) dit'(V(z» =0 if z E 11 (k=I, 2, "', s). 
The existence of such a C r - I vector field V is obvious. 

v 

S' 

«1)=«3)= 1 «2)=1-1 

Fig. 15. 
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Let fjJ{t, z) denote the integral curve of V through z :<p(0, z) =z. For 
two noncompact leaves L o, L o' of §~ «(J, (J' E SI), we define a cr map 

iPo',o: Lo-+Lo' (0<(J'<(J<1) 

by that iP 0', o(z) is the first intersection of the positive orbit {<pCt, z); t >O} 
through z with L o' for z E Lo. Then it is clear that iP 0',0 is a cr dif
feomorphism and maps each leaf of .fJ' I Lo onto a leaf of .fJ'1 L o" There
fore .fJ' I Lo and .fJ' I L o' are always isomorphic. 

Now let ak, 13k, ak and bk (k= 1,2, .. " s) be as in Section 4 for.fJ' I aE. 
Suppose that ak:;t:O for k=l, 2, "', s. Then, by Proposition 3.7, there 
exist a normalized codimension one cr foliation .fJ'~k) of 11 and a CT dif
feomorphism g(k): 1""-+1"" isotopic to the identity such that g(k) is an 
isomorphism between .fJ' 111 and .fJ'~k) for k= 1,2, .. " s. 

Let 

g;i;): 11-+11, O::S:t~l, 

g~k) = identity, gik) =g(k) 

be the isotopy for k = 1, 2, .. " s. Let C k: 'P X 1-+ E be a sufficiently 
thin collar of 11 in E such that tr(ck({Y}XI»=n-(ck(y,O» (y E T2) for 
k= 1, 2, .. " s. Then, by realizing the isotopy g;k) (O::S:t ~ 1) in the collar 
ck (T2 XI) (k=l, 2, "', s), we obtain a CT isotopy 

gt: E-+E, O~t;;;;;1 

having the following properties: 
( i ) go is the identity map. 
(ii) gIl 11=g(k), k=I,2," ·,S. 
(iii) Let (gt)*§' ={gt(L'); L' E SZ:-'} be a codimension one CT folia

tion of E (O<t<I). Then (gt)*§' is transverse to §~ for all t. 
Thus we have the following proposition: 

Proposition 5.3. Let E, §~, 11 and §' be as above. Then there 
exists a CT diffeomorphism g: E-+E isotopic to the identity map such that, 
for the codimension one CT foliation g*SZ:-' = {g(L'); L' E §.f}, one dimen
sional CT foliation (§~ n g*§') 111 of 11 is normalizedfor k=l, 2, .. " s. 

§ 6. Compactification of vector fields on noncompact leaves of §~ 

Let tr: E1-+S1 be a C~ fibering with one punctured surface of genus 
g, Iii) = I g - Int D2 as fibre and an orientable 3-dimensional manifold 
El as total space, and let §: be a codimension one C~ foliation of El with 
e(1) = 1 as in Section 4. 
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Suppose that /F' is a transversely orientable codimension one cr 

foliation of El (r ~ 2) transverse to /F~. Let X be a non-singular C r - l 
vector field on IF" such that the orbits of X form the one dimensional c r 

foliation § = /F" n IF' as in Section 5. 
Furthermore let V be a non-singular C r - l vector field on El as (5.2) 

and let q;(t, z) denote the integral curve of V through z eEl' 
Now letj: El~R be a C~ function such that 

j(z) >0 
jCz) =0 

if z e Int Eh 

if z e aEl' 

The existence of such a function j is obvious. Define a non-singular 
C r - l vector field Xf on Int El by 

Xiz) = j(z)X(z) 

Then two vector fields XI Int El and X f have obviously the same orbits. 
Let 

1): Int El~Int El 

be a natural c r diffeomorphism which maps each noncompact leaf L8 
of /F" onto Int 'K-l(O) for 0 e St, where L8 is the leaf obtained from 
Int 'K-l(O) by the turbulization. 

We compactify Int El by adding a circle S!o={p~(O); 0 e Sl} so that 
Int 'K-l(O) U p~(O) is the one point compactification of Int 'K-l(O) for .each 
o e St, and denote by El the closed 3-dimensional c~ manifold thus 
obtained: 

El =Int El U S!o. 

Denote the orientable surface Int 'K-l(O) U p~(O) of genus g by (.r g)8' Then 
by defining the map fc: El~SI by 

fc«.r g)s) = 0, 

E is the total space of a C~ fibering over Sl with .r g as fibre and fc as 
projection. 

Let us define a homeomorphism 

¢: .rg~.rg 
by 

z e Int 'K-l(l), 

z=p~(1), 
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where (])O,l is the homeomorphism defined in Section 5 and we consider as 
2 g= Int tr-I(I) UPoo(I) = Int tr-I(O) UPoo(O), 7J-I(Z) eLI> (])O,I 0 7J-I(Z) e Lo = 
L I • Then E is the quotient space obtained from the product space IX 2 g 

by identifying (0, y) and (1, ¢(y» for y e 2 g • 

Let if>: 2 iI)~2 iI) be the Coo diffeomorphism used to construct EI 
in Section 4. Then the following proposition is obvious: 

Proposition 6.1. Let if> and ¢ be as above. Then the following diagram 
commutes: 

HI(2iI»~HI(2il» 
== 1 A == 1 
HIC2g)~HI(2 g). 

Let us define a continuous vector field X on EI by 

Then the restriction XI (EI - S~) is a non-singular Cr - 1 vector field and 
the restriction XI (2 g), is a continuous tangent vector field on (2 g), for 
() e SI. We denote by ff, the codimension one foliation of (2g), with a 
singularity Poo«(}) formed by the orbits of XI (2 g)o. Thusff,l «2 g),-Poo«(}» 
is a codimension one cr-I foliation. Making use of the c r diffeomor
phism (])"'~: L,~L" defined in Section 5, we define a homeomorphism 

by 

rb",,: (2 g),~(2 g),' (O::;(}I <()< 1) 

Z e (2g),-poo«(}), 

Z= Poo«(}). 

It is obvious that rb"" maps each leaf of ff, onto a leaf of ff". 
In the following we study the property of the vector field X, = XI (2 g), 

on (2 g), around the singular point Poo«(}). We take a simple closed curve 
Con oEI so that tr(C) =0 e SI. 

Let R_ denote the interval (- 00,0] and let 

be a submersion such that 

tr(7rO({u}XSI»=u mod 1 (u e R_), 

7ro({O}XSl)=C. 
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Let X be the non-singular C r - 1 tangent vector field on R_ X Sl such that 

We can take a simple closed curve CIon Ll (1 E Sl) so that C1 is very 
close to aE1 and the integral curves cp(t, z) intersect C1 for any z E C. Let 
Dl denote the compact subset of Ll bounded by C1 and let WI =LI-Int D1• 

Then WI is contained in a thin collar of aE1 in E1. 
It is easy to see that there exists a cr diffeomorphism 

such that <P1({O} X Sl) = C1 and <P1(u, Y) E (Ut>o cp(t, ito(u, y») n L1. 
Let D_ =(R_ XSl) U {p~} denote the one point compactification of 

R_ XSI. D_ is homeomorphic to the 2-disk. Let X~ be a continuous 
vector field on D _ defined by 

f 1 -X~(z)= 11 ~tf X(u, y) 

z=p~. 

The non-singular cr-l vector field XI aE1 has at least one closed 
orbit such that the homology class represented by it is aa+b{3, a*O by 
Proposition 4.3. Thus the codimension one cr foliation § I aE1 is de
composed into plus Reeb components §IKi+), §IKi+), "', §IK1+>' 
minus Reeb components §IKi-), §IKi->' "', §IK~-) and the union 
of foliated I-bundles which is the restriction of § onto the closure of 

p q 
aE1-U K~+)-U K~-) as in Section 3. 

i=l i=l 

Let K~+) (i=l, 2, .. . ,p) and K~-) (i=l, 2, "', q) be subsets of D_ 
defined by 

K~+)=itiil (K~+» (i=I,2, ... ,p), 

K~-)=itiil (K~-» (i=I,2, ... , q). 

Then the following proposition is a direct consequence of properties of 
plus and minus Reeb components (Fig. 16): 

Proposition 6.2. The orbits of X~ on D_ are asfollows: 
(i) If z is a point of Int K~+) (i = 1,2, .. " p) near p~, then the a

limit set and the w-limit set of z are both p~, or one of the a-limit set and 
the w-limit set of z is {p~} and the orbit "'" (t, z) of X~ through z goes out 
D_for t~-co or t~co. 
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(ii) If z is a point ofInt Ki- ' (i = 1,2, .. " q), then the orbit ,yet, z) 
of X~ through z goes out D_. 

(iii) Jfz is a point of D--Uf=l Int Ki+l-Ul=l Int Ki-l_{p~} near 
p~, then one of the a-limit set and the m-limit set of z is {poOl and the orbit 
,yet, z) of X~ through z goes out D_ for t---HXJ (resp. t~-oo) if p~ is the 
a-limit set (resp. m-limit set) of z. 

Fig. 16. 

Define a map 

by 

Then it is obvious that fila: D_~fila(D_) is a homeomorphism and 

maps each orbit of X into an orbit of XI (2 g)a. Thus we have the follow
ing proposition. 

Proposition 6.3. fila maps orbits of X~ around p~ to orbits of XI (2 g)e 
around p~(O) isomorphically for 0':::;;0':::;; 1. 

We remark that the consideration on El in this section can be natu
rally generalized to E as in Section 4. 
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Let Zo be a point of D _ which is contained in aK~±) and is near p~. 
Thus one of the a-limit set and the w-limit set of Zo with respect to X~ is 
{p~}. Let 10 be the simple curve of D_ with end points Zo and p~ consist
ing of a part of an orbit of X~ through Zo and p~. Then the following 
proposition important to prove Theorem C in Section 8 holds: 

Proposition 6.4. If I a I = I, then for subsets cP1(l0) and cPo(lo) of (I g)l = 
(I g)o, we have 

Proof Since Zo e aK~±>' we have ftoCzo) e aK~±). Thus fto(zo) is a 
point of a compact leaf of ff, say ito(zo) e Le. 

Since cPo: D_-?(Ig)o maps orbits of X~ to orbits of XI (Ig)o, the 
subsets cPl(/o)-{p~(l)} and &o(lo)-{p~(l)} are contained in orbits of 
XI(Ig)h say cPl(/o)-{p~(l)}cil' cPo(10)-{p~(l)}ci2. Denote zo=(u,y) 
e R_ X Sl. Then, since Le is a simple closed curve and lal= I, we have 

(u-l, y) e 10• Let 1 denote the simple curve contained in 10 whose end 
points are zo=(u, y) and (u-I, y). Then, as is easily verified, cPo(l) is 
contained in cPoC/o)-{p~(1)} and that cPo(u-l, y)=cPbo). Thus this pro
position is proved. 

§ 7. Vector fields on the torus with one singular point and asymptotic 
homology classes 

In this section let X be a continuous vector field on the torus T2 
with possibly one singular point such that X is C' for regUlar points 
(r > I) and let cp(t, z) denote the orbit of X through z e T2. 

For a point Zo of rz, we can classify the w-limit set of Zo as follows: 

(7.1) (i) The w-limit set of Zo consists of one singular point. 
(ii) The orbit through Zo is periodic and, thus, the w-limit set of Zo 

is a closed orbit. 
(iii) The orbit through Zo is not periodic and the w-limit set of Zo 

contains a regular point. 
Now suppose that the w-limit set of Zo is as (iii) above. Then, since 

a regular point has a local section through itself, there exists a simple 
dosed C r curve Co transverse to X which intersects the positive semi-orbit 
{cp( t; zo), t > O} through zoo By the assumption that the singular point of 
X is at most one, the homology class [Co] represented by Co is non-zero. 

In case the positive semi-orbit through Zo intersects Co at only finite 
points, the w-limit set of Zo is contained in TZ_ Co, and thus, by applying 
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the staridard" arguments of dynamical systems on the 2-sphere, it follows 
that the w-limit set of Zo is a closed orbit or a union of countable orbits 
whose a-limit sets and w-limit sets are the singular point. 

Let if: R2-+P be a universal covering as in Section 1 and let X be a 
continuous vector field on R2 such that 

if*(X)=X. 

Furthermore let a and ft denote the homology classes represented by the 
images of the x-axis and the y-axis by if respectively. 

Let Zo be a point of T2 such that the w-limit set of Zo is not a singular 
point, and let Zo e R2 be a lift of zo, i.e. if(zo) =Zo. Let ip(t, zo) denote the 
orbit of X through Zo and let ip(t, zo)=(x(t), yet»~ be the coordinates with 
respect to the x-axis and the y-axis of R2. Then the following lemma 
holds: 

Lemma 7.2. lim (x(t): y(t»=a: b, 
t~~ 

where a and b are real numbers and the pair (a, fi) is uniquely determined 
up to positive multiples, that is to say, an equivalence class of the pairs of 
real numbers such that at least one of them is non-zero by the relation 
(a, b)-Oa, )'b)for ),>0 is uniquely determined. 

Proof ( I ) First suppose that the orbit through Zo is not closed 
and the w-limit set of Zo is a closed orbit, say C(OI). Let Po be a point of 
C(OI) and let 10 denote a local section through Po. We denote the set of 
intersection points of the positive semi-orbit {SO(t,zo); t>O} with 10 by Vi 
(i =0, 1,2, ... ), where 

Vi=SO(ti' zo), i=O, 1,2, 

0<tO<tl <t2<·· .. 
Let C(i) be a simple closed Co curve consisting of {SO(t, zo); ti:;;:;;t:;;:;;tH1} 

and the subset of 10 bounded by Vi and Vi + l . Then, since the singular 
point of X is at most one, the homology class [C(i)] represented by C(i) 
is non-zero and, for sufficiently large i, [C(i)]=[C(OI)], where [C(OI)] is the 
homology class represented by the w-limit set C(OI) of ZOo This implies 
thatatleastoneofIimt~~x(t) and Iimt~~y(t) is ±oo. We let [C(OI)]= 
a'a+b'ft. Then, for a constant r, the inequalities 

a'j -r <x(ti+j)-x(ti)::;;'a'j+r 

b'j -r <y(ti+j)-y(ti)~b'j+r 

hold for j =0, 1, 2, ... and sufficiently large i. Thus we have 
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lim (x(t): y(t»=a': b'. 

(II) In case the orbit through Zo is closed, the lemma is obvious. 
(III) In case the co-limit set of Zo is a union of countable orbits 

whose a-limit sets and co-limit sets are the singular point, this lemma is 
proved by a similar argument as in (I), since only a finite number of the 
closures of orbits contained in the co-limit set of Zo are not homologous to 
zero. 

(IV) Let Co be as above. and suppose that {SO(t, zo); t >O} intersects 
Co at infinite points uo, Uj> U2, ••• , where 

Ui =SO(t:, zo) i =0, 1, 2, ... , 

O<t~<ti<t~< .... 

Let [Co] = c'a + d'~ and let c'a + d'~ and e'a + f'~ be generators of 
B I(T2). We take a C' curve Co in R2 which is a lift of Co, i.e. 1t{Co) = Co, 
and cp{t~, 10) E Co. Let 

Ci = {(x+e'i, y+ /'i); (x, y) E Co} (i = ± 1, ±2, ... ), 

then Ci is a lift of Co. We may suppose 

cp(t:,10) E Ci. 

First we assume that Ci (i =0, ± 1, ±2, ... ) are parallel lines in R2. 
Let ui =cp{t~, 10) (i =0, 1,2, ... ) and let u~ and u~' be two points of Ci 
such that 1t(uD=1t(u~')=1t(uo), lu~-u~'I=J(C')2+(d')2 and that ui lies 
between u~ and u~' for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, . .. (Fig. 17). 

Let I~ and I? denote half lines starting from Uo and through u~ and 
u~' respectively. Let us consider curves 

Fi={CP(t, 10); t~<t<ta={cp(t, uo); 0<t~t~-t0, 

F~={cp{t, uD; O<t~t~-t~}, 

F"={tfJ{t u~')· O~t~t'-t'}. ~ r,t, __ i 0 

F~ and F~' are parallel displacements of Fi, and it follows from the defini
tion of u~ and u~' that {cp(t, 10); t~ < t < t~i} lies between F~ and F~'. It is 
obvious that cp(t~ -t~, uD and cp(t~ -t~, u?) lie in the domain between I~ 

and I? Thus Uu =CP(t~i' 10) lies in this domain. Therefore, CP(t'mi' 10) 

(m=l, 2,3, ... ) lie in the domain between I~ and Ii' for i=l, 2, 3, .... 
This implies that limt _ oo (x(t): yet»~ exists. 

Next we consider the general case. As is well known, there exists a 
cr diffeomorphism 
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Co 

Fig. 17. 

g: 'P-,;-Tz 

isotopic to the identity such that g(Co) is the image of a line of RZ by it. 
Let g: RZ-,;-Rz be a lift of g. Then, by the result above, limt _ oo (x(t); y(t)) 
=lim t _ oo (g(x(t)): g(y(t))) exists. Thus this lemma is proved. 

For a positive semi-orbit {SO(t, zo); t>O} through Zo whose co-limit set 
is not the singular point, the homology class OJi+bp of HI(T2; R) is called 
the asymptotic homology class of it and is denoted by A + (zo) , where a, b 
are real numbers in Lemma 7.2. Asymptotic homology classes are deter
mined up to positive multiples. As is easily verified, A+(zo) is independent 
of the choice of zoo For a closed orbit, the asymptotic homology class 
is one represented by the closed orbit. The asymptotic homology classes 
can be similarly defined for negative semi-orbits {SO(t, zo); t ~O} of Zo 
whose a-limit set is not the singular point, which is denoted by A-(zo)' 

The above definition is closely related to the rotation number in 
Nishimori [3, Section 10]. For definition and properties of asymptotic 
homology classes (cycles) in more general setting and references of them, 
see Yano [7]. 

§ 8. Proof of Theorem C 

In this section we let EI be an orientable 3-dimensional Coo mainfold, 
7C: E1-,;-SI a Coo fibering over SI with the one punctured torus 1:\(1)= 
P-Int DZ as fibre and ff~ a codimension one Coo foliation of EI as in 
Sections 4 and 6. The fibering 7C is constructed by an orientation preserv
ing Coo diffeomorphism if!: T2 - lnt D2-,;- T2 - lnt D2 and 7C is determined 
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uniquely by the diffeomorphism up to isotopy. Furthermore, as is well 
known, the isotopy class of an orientation preserving diffeomorphism 1> is 
determined by the homomorphism 

1>*: H I(T2-lnt D2)-+HI(P-Int D~) 

induced by 1> in this case. Let {~, Il} be a set of generators of HI(T2_ 

Int D2). Then 1>* is expressed by a 2 X 2 matrix (CII CI2.) E SL(2; Z). 
C21 C22 

Lemma S.l. Let "C{ff~) be the tangent 2-plane bundle of ff~. Then 
't"(~~) is trivial and, thus, ff. admits transverse 2-plane fields. 

Proof Let us consider a c~ bundle 1t'0: EO-+SI over SI with an 
orientable closed 3-dimensional c~ manifold Eo as total space and the 
torus as fibre. We may assume that the monodromy map 1>: P-+T2 

associated to this bundle is linear with respect to the universal covering 
space of T2. This implies that a non-singular linear tangent vector field 
given on a fibre can be extended to a non-singular vector field tangent to 
fibres of the bundle. Therefore the 2-plane bundle 't"2 over Eo tangent to 
fibres is trivial. 

Suppose that Eo:::>E1and 1t'oIEI=1t'. Then, for a collar c(PXI) of 
oEI in Eu two 2-plane bundles 't"21(EI -Intc(T2XI» and 't"C§"~)ICEI
Intc(PXI» are isomorphic. Since EI-Intc(T2xI) is a deformation 
retract of EI and 't"2ICEI-Intc(T2xI» is trivial, 't"(§,~)istrivia1. Thus 
this lemma is proved. 

Suppose that ~' is a transversely orientable codimension one cr 

foliation of EI transverse to §"., where r >2. We let ff, X, a, p, q, ifJ8'.8' 

X, E, ifJ 8,.8' ifJ 8, D_ and X~ etc. be as in Section 6. 

LemmaS.2. lal=l, p-q=-2. 

Proof By Propositions 4.3 and 5.1, we have 

laICp-q)= -2. 

Since §"' is transversely orientable, it follows by the same argument used 
in the proof of Proposition 3.6 that p-q is an even integer. Thus this 
lemma is proved. 

Let ii, i 2, .. " in be closed orbits of the Cr-I vector field XloEI on 
oEI such that 

(i) if is a connected component of oKi±) for some i, 
(ii) i j (j = 1,2, .. " tI') (resp. (j =n' + 1, n' +2, .. " n» are towards 

the minus (resp. plus) direction of SI. 
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Let ZW be a point of 7r;'(C j )cD _ situated near p~ (j = 1, 2, " " n). 
Letus consider the continuous vector field XI (2,), with one singular point 
p~(l) as in Section 6 and orbits cp(t, (A(z(J)) of Xi (2,), through tb,(ZW) 
e (2,), for j = 1,2, .. " n. It is obvious that the co-lin1it set (resp. a-limit 

set) of cp(t, tbo(ZW» is {p~(I)} for j = 1,2, .. " n' (resp. j =n' + 1, n' +2 • 
.. ·,n). 

Lemma 8.3. One of the following (a), (b) holds for j= 1,2, .. " n: 
(a) There exists at least one orbit cp(t, tb,(ZW» such that the a-limit 

set and the w-lifnit set of it are both {p~(I)} and that the homology 

class [C j] represented by a simple closed curve C j formed by the orbit 
U-~<t<~ cp(t, tb,(z(J)) and p~(1) is not zero. 

(b) There exists at least one orbit cp(t, tb,(ZW» such that one of the 
a-limit set and the w-limit set is not {p~(I)}. 

Proof Assume that the case (a) does not occur. Then, for any 
orbit cp(t, tb,(z(J») whose a-limit set and w-limit set are {p~(1)}, the simple 
closed curve C j consisting of the orbit and p~(1) is homologous to zero. 
Thus C j bounds a 2-disk in (2,)" say D j. Let K~±)=tblK~±». Let N~+) 
(resp. N~-» be the subset of {1,2, ... ,p} (resp. {1,2, .. . ,q}) such that 
K~+)CDj (resp. K~-)CDj) if and only if i e N}+) (resp. i e N~-». LetpW 
(resp. q(j» denote the number of the elements of N}+) (resp. N}-». 
Then, by considering the vector field XI Dj , we have 

p(j)-q(j)=I. 

Now let C 11' C j., .. " C jm be the set of the simple closed curves with 
the property as above and let D it' D j., .. " D jm be 2-disks in (.l\), such 
that aDj;=Cj; (i=l, 2, "', m) as above. Here we take Ch , C1o' "', 

C jm so that Djl n Pj;,={p~(I)} ifi*i'. Since p-q = -2 by Lemma 8.2 
and pUt) - q (i;) = 1 for i = 1, 2, ... , m, there exist at least m + 2 of K~ -) 
(i = 1,2, .. " q) such that K~-) is not contained in Ui"~l Dj ,. As is easily 
verified, it follows from this consideration that one of tb1(ZW) (j = 1,2. 
"', n), say tb1(Z(h», is not contained in U~lDj;' Thus, by the assump
tion, one of the a-limit set and the w-limit set of tb1(Z(h» is not {p~(I)}. 
Thus this lemma is proved. 

Now we prove the following theorem which is the "only if" part of 
Theorem C in Section 0, making use of asymptotic homology classes of 
orbits defined in Section 7. 

Theorem 8.4. Let E" ~~ and p* be as above. If there exists a codi
mension one cr foliation ~' of El (r > 2) transverse to :? %, then the trace 
of p* is >2. 
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Proof. First suppose that the case (a) of Lemma 8.3 occurs. Then, 
by Proposition 6.4 and Lemma 8.2, the orbit ¢(t, <Po(z(j)) of XI (l't)o is 
mapped onto the orbit ¢(t, <P1(z(J)) of X I (.l'I)1 by~. Therefore the 
homology class [6(j)] =a~ +bfl (a, b e Z) is invariant under cp*: 

( CII CI2) (a) = (a). 
C2I C22 b b 

This shows that det (CII -l CI2 1) =0. Thus we have 
C21 C22 -

Trace cp* = CII + C22 = 2. 

Next suppose that the case (b) of Lemma 8.3 occurs. Then, by 
Proposition 6.4 and Lemma 8.2, the orbit ¢(t, <Po(z(J») of XI (.l'I)O is 
mapped onto the orbit ¢(t, <P1(z(J)) of XI (.l'I)1 by~. This implies that 
the w-limit set and the a-limit set of ¢(t, <Po(z(J)) are mapped onto the 
(I)-limit set and the a-limit set of ¢(t, <P1(z(J)) by ~ respectively. We may 
assume that the w-limit set of z(J) is not {Poo(l)}. 

In case the w-limit set of ¢(t, <Po(z(J») is a closed orbit, say C,., the 
homology class represented by COl is not homologous to zero by the 
reason that COl cannot bound a 2-disk in (.l'I)I' Since the homology class 
[C.,] is invariant under cp*, we have Trace cp* = 2 as above. 

Even in case the w limit set of ¢(t, <Po(z(J)) is not a closed orbit, the 
asymptotic homology class A +(z(j» of <Po(z(J) can be defined as in Section 
7. 

Since A + (z(J» =d~ + Gfl (12, G e R) is invariant under cp* up to a 
positive multiple A>O, we have 

It follows from det (CI1-A CI2 ,)=0 that 
C2I C22 -11 

Thus this theorem is proved. 
The "if" part of Theorem C can be proved as follows. For details, 

see Nishimori [3, Section 11]. Let £1 be a torus bundle over SI such that 
the trace of cp*: HI(T2)-+HI(T2) is >2. Let AI and Az be the real proper 
values of cp*. Then we can define a COO vector field X on £1 having the 
following properties: 
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(i) The vectors of X are tangent to each fibre of t?:: £ ~SI. 
(ii) The orbits of the restriction of X to each fibre (SI)U=t?:-I(O) 

consist of the images of lines of R2 with the direction of the eigenvector 
of Al by the projection R2~T2 and one singular point. 

As we constructed the vector field X on £1 from the vector field X 
on E10 we can conversely construct a C~ vector field X on El from X 
above. Then the vector field X on El thus obtained is transversely 
integrable. ' 

Remark 8.5. If the foliation ,'F' of Theorem 8.4 does not contain 
any non-proper leaf, then, since the orbit ¢(t, &o(z(j)) in the proof of Theo
rem 8.4 is proper, we have Trace p* =2. 

§ 9. Cutting down of ends of noncompact leaves of ji='~ and bifurcation of 
leaves of foliations of punctured surfaces 

Let E and ,n: E~SI be an orientable 3-dimensional C~ manifold 
and a C~ fibering over the circle with fibre S im) and let ,'F~ be a C~ 
foliation of E as in Section 4. For simplicity we assume that the C~ 
diffeomorphism p: Sim)~Sim) associated to n as in Section 4, maps 
each connected component of as im) onto itself. Thus aE consists of m 
copies of the torus n, T~, .. " T;. 

Let ,'F' be a transversely orientable codimensionone C' foliation of 
E transverse to ,'F~ (r ~ 2) and let § =,'F~ n,'F as in Section 5. We 
assume that each codimension one cr foliation § I n of T~ is normalized 
for k= 1,2, .. '. m, by taking (g)*,'F' instead of ~' making use of g of 
Proposition 5.3, if necessary. 

Let C(k): T2 X I ~E, c(k)(T2 X {OD caE be a sufficiently thin collar of 
T~ in E such that n(c(k)({y} X I» = n(c(k)(y, 0» (y e T2) for k=l, 2, "', m 
and let 

m 
A=E-U c(k)(T2X[0, 1», 

k~l 

m 
aA=U T~. 

k~l 

For a noncompact leaf Lu of ,'F~ (0 E SI), we denote 

Then we have A=UUESI Au and Au is obviously diffeomorphic to Sim), 
and furthermore, we have a C'" fibering ft: A~SI with Sim) as fibre by 
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defining ft(Ao)=tJ. Denote Sk,o=Aen T~. Then we have 

T~=USk,O k=I,2,···,m. 
DES' 

Let ff k = {T~ n L'; L' E g;'}. Since leaves of g; are transverse to 
n, ff k is a codimension one C r foliation of T~ (k = 1, 2, ... , m). 

Let V be the non-singular C r - 1 vector field on E as in (5.2). Then 
the orbits of V give a c r diffeomorphism n-+T~ which is denoted by Pk 
for k= 1,2, ... , m. The c r diffeomorphism Pk is obviously an isomor
phism between ff 1 nand ff k' 

Now we assume that each ff 1 T% has at least one compact leaf, say 
L~~Jnp, such that 

for k= 1,2, .. " m, where [L~~Jnp] is the homology class of H1(TD repre
sented by L~~Jnp and a k and 13k are generators of H1(TD such that 7r*(f3k) 
=0. Then ff 1 T~ has plus Reeb components ff 1 K1~i) (i = 1, 2, ... , Pk) 
and minus Reeb components ff 1 Kti) (i = 1, 2, ••• , q k)' 

Since ff 1 n is normaIized,ff k has the following properties (Fig. 18): 
(i) ff k has plus Reeb components ff k 1 Kt/ (i = 1, 2, ... , Pk) and 

minus Reeb components ff k 1 Kti (i = 1,2, ... , qk), where Kti) = Pk(KtD 
and Kti=Pk(KtD. 

(ii) For each tJ, the simple closed curve S k, 0 is transverse to leaves 
of ff k except la k I(Pk +qk) points 

such that 

Zk,i,j,o(i=I,2, "',Pk;j=I,2, "',iaki), 

Z~,t,j,O (i = 1,2, ... , qk ;j= 1,2, .. " laki), 

Zk,i,j,oElntKti U=1,2, "',Iaki), 

Z~,i,j,O E Int Kti U = 1,2, .. " lak I). 

(iii) A leaf of ff k is tangent to Sk,O at Zk,i,j,e(resp. Z~'i,j,O) from the 
minus side (resp. plus side) of Sk,O with respect to the orientation of SI. 

Let 

DES' 
j=1,2.···,l a k l 

U 
oESt 

j=1,2,"·,l a kJ 

Then Qk,i and Q~,i are simple closed c r curves in Int Kti and Int Kti 
respectively. 
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plus sidt: 

Fig. 18. 

Let us consider the restriction ff I An of ff to As. It is obvious that 
ff I As consists of CT simple curves of An and I:;;'=llak IPk points Zk,1.,J,n 
for k with e(k) = 1 and I:;;'=llaklqk points Z~,i,J,n for k with e(k) = -1 such 
that there exist two simple curves in ff I As having a common point Z~,1.,J,8 
for each Z~,i,J,8 with e(k) = 1 and Zk,i,J,n for each Zk,i,J,n with e(k)=-I, 
where we understand that £ e ff I Au is simple if £ n Int An is connected 
(Fig. 19). Thus ff I (An-Uk,i,J Zk,i,J,n- Uk,i,J Z~,i,J,') is a codimension 
one CT foliation. 

o 
~(k)= 1 

Fig. 19. 
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The simple curves of ff I Ae form a family of concentric half circles 
aroundzk,i,J,e (resp. Z~,i,J,e) if e(k) = 1 (resp. e(k)=-I), and the simple 
curves of §"I Ae form an upper part of conforcal parabolas around Z~,i,J,e 
(resp. Zk,i,J,e) if e(k) = 1 (resp. e(k)=-I) (Fig. 19). 

In this sense, the point Zk,i,J,e (resp. Z~,i,J,e) is said to be a plus 
singular point of fflAe if e(k) = 1 (resp. e(k)=-I) and the point Z~,i,J,8 
(resp. Zk, i,J, e) is said to be a minus singular point of ff I Ae if e(k) = 1 
(resp. e(k) = -1). 

Now let W be a cr vector field on A satisfying the following condi
tions (see [6, Section 3]). The existence of such W is obvious. 

(9.1) (i) W is tangent to leaves of §"'. 
(ii) Let Q (resp. Q') denote the union of Qk,i (k=I,2, "',m, 

i=I,2, .. ·,Pk) (resp. Q~,i (k=l, 2, "', m; i=l, 2, ... , qk»' Then 

W(z) =0 

W(z) *0 
if z e QU Q', 
if z e A-Q-Q'. 

That is, the singular set of W is QU Q'. 
(iii) WI aA is tangent to aA. 
(iv) For z e A,-(A, n (Q U Q'», W(z) is transverse to Au and 

directs to the positive direction of SI. 
(v) The vector field W near a singular point z e Q U Q' is as follows 

(Fig. 20): 
(a) In case z e Qk,i with e(k) = 1, the closure of the union of orbits 

of W whose w-limit sets are {z} forms a half elliptic paraboloid with z as 
the maximal point in a neighborhood of z. 

(b) In case z e Q~, i with e(k) = 1, there exist exactly two orbits of 
W with {z} as the a-limit set, and exactly one orbit of W with {z} as the 
w-limit set. They are contained in T~ and Int A near z respectively. 

(c) In case z e Qk,i with e(k) = -1, there exist exactly two orbits of 
W with {z} as the w-limit set, and exactly one orbit of W with {z} as the 
a-limit set. They are contained in T~ and Int A near z respectively. 

(d) In case z e Q~,i with e(k) = -1, the closure of the union of 
orbits of W whose a-limit sets are {z} forms a half elliptic paraboloid with 
z as the minimal point in a neighborhood of z. 

A point z of Q k, i is said to be an attr.acting point (resp. a joining 
point) of W in case e(k) = 1 (resp. e(k) = -1), and a point z of Q~,i is 
said to be a branching point (resp. repelling point) of W in case e(k) = 1 
(resp. e(k) = -1). 

Let ip(t, z) denote the orbit of W through z e A. In the following 
we denote Au .• =Uu;:>e'<u .. Ae" 
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e(k)=! 

Fig. 20. 

It follows from the conditions (iv), (v) of W that there exists a suf
ficiently small real number e>O such that there is no orbit of WI Au,e 
whose a-limit set and ill-limit set belong both to Au,e except singular 
points for any () E SI. 

For a point z of Au, we define a subset iO[z] of Au,e as follows (Fig. 
21): 

(i) In case z is not a singular point of Wand iOU, z) goes through 
AU+e for t ~O, we define 

iO[z] = {iO(t, z); O<t<t,}, 

where we denote by t, the least positive real number such that iO(t" z) E 

Au+e' 
(ii) In case z is not a singular point of Wand iO(t, z) approaches 

to an attracting point z., of W for t >0 satisfying {SO(t, z); O~ t} c Au,,, 
we define 

iO[z] = {iO(t, z); O~ t < oo} u {z",}. 

(iii) In case z is not a singular point of Wand iO(t, z) approaches 
to a branching point or a joining point of W, say z." for t >0 satisfying 
{SO(t, z); O~t}cAu,,, we define 

iO[z] = {iO(t, z); O~ t < oo} U {Z.,} 

u {z'; lim iOU, z') =z"" U iO(t, z')cAu,,}. 
t---= -=<t~O 

(iv) In case z is an attracting point of W, we define 

iO[z] = {z}. 
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(v) In case z is a branching point or a joining point or a repelling 
point, we define 

SO[z]={z} U {z'; lim SO(t, z')=z, U SO(t, z')cAe,.}. 
t __ oo -oo<t:;iO 

I 
g;[z]~attracting 

case (i) ~t. 
z~ g;[z] --- --

, .. - case (ii) 
Ao z I 

z z('" case, \1l 
z 

attracting pt. 
case (iv) 

Z 

branching pt. 
case (v) 

Fig. 21. 

Z 
joining pt. 

case (v) 

Now, for a point z of Ae and O::;;;;s<c, we define a subset "lJTo+s,iz) 
of As+s (possibly "lJTs+s,S<z)=if» by 

"IJT s+s,S<Z) =SO[z] n As-,- s' 

Furthermore, for a subset G of As, we define 

"lJTo+.,o(G) = U "lJTe+s,iz). 
zEG 

Then "IJT 8+ .,0: [J1(As)~[J1(As+s) is a correspondence, where (!l(As), [J1(As+.) 
denote the families of subsets of A, and As+ s respectively. 

Let 0, 0' be real numbers such that 0::;;;;0'. We take a sequence of 
real numbers 0o, 0" O2, •• " On SO that 

i=I,2, "', n. 

Recall that 0, 0' and Ot represent points of SI (see Section 1). We define 
a correspondence 

by 

"IJT", e(G) = "lJTs"'n_. 0 "lJTsn_"sn_o 0 ••• 0 "lJTs"s(G) (GcAo). 

Then "IJT 0',0 is independent of the choice of a sequence as above. 
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Let us consider the image 'IJf 0'. oCE) of a simple curve E in ff I AD by 
'lJf0"0 for 0<0'. The bifurcation phenomena occur for {'lJfu'.o(E); O<O'} 
when {}' varies from 0 to 00. Although plural bifurcations of types (III), 
(IV) below may occur complexly at the same A ol, we restrict here our 
attention to the case where a bifurcation occurs at one point of AOI for 
simplicity. (Fig. 22). 

(9.2) (I) If 'IJf o'.o(E) does not contain any singular point of W for 
0<0'<02, then 'lJfo'.o(E) is a simple curve of fflA o' and 'lJfo'.o: E~'lJf8"oCE) 
is a cr diffeomorphism for 0~O'<02' 

(II) If 'IJf 0', oCE) does not contain any singular point of W for 
0~O'<02 except exactly one attracting point ZI E 'lJf o1o lE) of W, then we 
have 

(III) If 'IJf 0', oCE) does not contain any singular point of W for 0 < 
0'~02 except exactly one branching point ZI E 'lJfol,o(E) of W, then 'lJfo',oCE) 
consists of two simple curves E~" L'f, of ff I Au' for 01 <0' <02 such that 
E ~~ and E'f, have one of two points 'IJf 0'. 01(ZI) as one of end points respec
tively. 

(IV) If 'lJfo,,oCE) does not contain any singular point of W for 0< 
0' < O2 except exactly one joining point ZI E 'IJf Db oCE) of W, then there exist 
two simple curves E', E" of fflAul such that E'nE"={zl}, 'lJfol.o(E)=L' 
and that the union of 'lJf 0'.01(L') and 'lJfo'.ol(E") forms a simple curve of 
ff I Au' for 01<0'<02, 

(V) If ZI E AD is a repelling point of Wand 'IJf o,jzl) does not 
contain any singular point of W for 0< 0' ~ O2 except Zh then 'IJf ", O(ZI) is a 
simple curve of ffIA" for 0<0'<02, 

Remark 9.3. The bifurcation occurs when rj) 0'. o( L) meets one of 
Qt,i and Q~,i' And if 'IJf oo.o(E) n Qt,i =!=ifJ (resp. 'IJf oo.oCE) n Q~.i =!=ifJ), then 
'IJf o',o(E) does not meet with Qk,i (resp. Q~.i) for 0<10' -O~I<e', where 
e'>O is a sufficiently small real number. Thus the number of bifurcation 
occurs when 0' varies from 0 to 0" is finite, where 0" < 00. 

The following proposition shows the bifurcation of simple curves 
in ff I Ao in case e(k) = 1 (k= 1,2, .. " m). 

Proposition 9.4. Let ff I AD, Kti), Kt2 and 'IJf 0',0 etc. be as above. We 
assume that e(k) = 1 for k= 1,2, .. " m. 

(i) Let E be a simple curve in ff I AD. Then there exists 0' (0<0') 
such that 'IJf 0', o(E) is an attracting point of W if and only if the two end 
points of E belong both to the same Int K172. 
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case (II) case (III) . case (IV) case (V) 

Fig. 22. 

(ii) Let L be a simple curve in SfIA,. Then 7Jfo •• ,(L) consists ofa 
finite number of simple curves in Sfl A,., say L(I), L(2), ••• , Dr), such that 
one of the end points of L<U) and one of the end points of L<u + I) belong to the 
same Kt2 for u=l, 2, ... , r-1. 

Proof If 7Jf,,,.,(L) contains a branching point for {}<{}"<{}', then 
7Jf 8". ,(L) consists of simple curves of Sf I A,,, such that one of the end 
points of each simple curve belongs to some Kt2. This implies that 
7Jf".sCL) cannot contain an attracting point of W. Therefore the conclu
sion of (i) is a direct consequence of the definition of the attracting point. 

The conclusion of (ii) is a direct consequence of the definition of the 
branching point. 

§ 10. Bifurcation of leaves of foliations of two punctured 2-disk. Proof 
of Theorem B 

Let 20(3) denote the 3 punctured 2-sphere, that is, the 2 punctured 
2-disk, and let 

We specify an orientation on 20<3) and give the boundary orientation on 
S1 (k=O, 1,2). Recall that SI is always oriented. Let CX k be the homo
logy classes of HI(SI X S1) represented by SI X {*} for k = 0, 1, 2, and let f30 
(resp. f3k (k= 1,2» be the homology class of HI(SI X Sn (resp. HI(SI X Sm 
represented by -({**}XS~) (resp. {**}xSD. 

Let l't': SIX2oC3)---+SI be the projection onto the first factor. Let 
T~=SlxS1 and e(k) = 1 for k=O, 1,2, and let ~~ be the codimension 
one C® foliation of SI X 20(3) as in Section 4. 

Let us consider the tangent bundle 't'(jI="~). Since each noncompact 
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leaf Lo is diffeomorphic to Int 2 0(3), there exists a natural framing of the 
tangent bundle -r(Lo) of Lo considering Lo=Int 20(3) is a subset of R2. 
Thus -r(~!) I (SI X Int 20(3» is trivial. Furthermore the framing of -r(Lo) 
induces framings of -r(SI XS!,) (k=O, 1,2). Thus -r(?;) is trivial, which 
implies that ~: admits transverse 2-plane fields. 

The foliation ~; admits a transverse codimension one C= foliation 
~' as follows (Fig. 23). We divide 20(3) into 10 pieces Bi (i = 1,2, ... , 
10) as in Fig. 23, and we give the plus half Reeb foliation of SIXD~ 
(SectionS) for SIXBi (i=I,2,3,4) and the TS component ofSIXH 
(Section 5) for SIXBi (i=5, 6,7,8,9,10). The codimension one C= 
foliation of SI X 2 0(3) obtained as the union of them is transverse to ?~. 
Fig. 31, (a) shows ff I AD for ff = ~~ n ~' and AD as in Section 9. 

Fig. 23. 

Now we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 10.1. Let n: SIX20(3)~SI and ~; be as above, and let 
~' be a transversely orientable codimension one CT foliation (r > 2) of 
SI X 20(3) transverse to ~:. Suppose that the one dimensional CT foliation 
ff =~: n~' formed by the intersection of leaves of §'; and ~' satisfies 
the following assumptions: 

(i) ff I (SI X SD has at least one compact leaf for k= 1,2. 
(ii) The homology class of HI(SI X SD represented by a compact leaf 

of ffl(SlxSD is akak+bk/3k' ak;f=O,Jor k=l, 2. 
(iii) It holds that 

where Pk and qk denote the numbers of plus Reeb components and minus 
Reeb components of ff I (SI X SD respectively for k= 1,2. 

Then ff I (SI X S~) has at least one compact leaf and the homology class 
of HI(SIXSn represented by a compact leaf of ffl(SlxS~) is ±ao. 
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Proof (Step 1) Let ao, bo, Po and qo be integers defined for ff I (Sl X 
Sn as in Section 4. That is, if ff I (Sl X Sn does not have any compact 
leaf, then ao=bo=po=qo=O, and if ffl(Sl X S 6) has a compact leaf, then 
the homology class of H1(Sl X S6) represented by the compact leaf is 
± (aolYo + bofio) and the numbers of plus Reeb components and minus Reeb 
components of ff I (Sl X Sn are Po and qo respectively. By Propositions 
4.2, 5.1 and the assumption (iii), it holds that 

laol(po-qo)= -6. 

Therefore, since Po-qo is even as was shown in Proposition 3.4, it 
follows that ff I (Sl X Sn has at least one compact leaf and that 

laol= 1, Po-qo= -6 or laol=3, Po-qo= -2. 

Making use of Proposition 5.3, we may assume that ff I (Sl X SD 
(i = 0, 1, 2) are normalized. Let A be the closed subset of Sl X 170(3) 
obtained by cutting down the ends of noncompact leaves of ff~ as in 
Section 9, and let A=UOES,Ao, Ao=A nLo be as in Section 9, where Lo 
«() E Sl) are noncompact leaves of jZ='~. 

(Step 2) The restriction ff I Ao of ff to Ao (0 E Sl) is a codimension 
one CT foliation with I ao I (Po + qo) + I all (PI + q1) + I a2 1 (P2 + q2) singular 
points in GAo as was shown in Section 8. (Fig. 31, (a) shows an example 
of ff lAo.) 

Let GA= T6 U T~ U T~ as in Section 9, where T~ is a torus imbedded in 
SiX 170(3) which bounds a collar of SlxSi (k=O, 1,2). Let ff k = 
{connected components of T~ n L'; L' E ff'} as in Section 9. Then ff k is 
a codimension one CT foliation of T~ having plus Reeb components 
ff k I Kti) (i = 1,2, .. " Pk) and minus Reeb components ff k I KtN = 1,2, 
.. " qk) for k=O, 1,2, as was observed in Section 9. Let 

Sl,o=AonT£ (k=0,1,2). 

Then we have 

GAo= S6,0 U Si,o U St~· 

The intersection GAo n Kti (resp. GAo n Kti> consists of I a k I connected 
components, say Kti,j,o (j = 1,2, .. " la k I) (resp. Kti,j,o (j = 1,2, .. " 
la k I». 

The numbers of the plus singular points and the minus singular 
points of fflAo in S~,o are laolpo and laolqo respectively. Since laolqo
laolpo=6 as was observed in Step 1, there exists a connected arc 71 in S6,0 
having minus singular points z_, z~ as its end points such that any other 
singular point does not belong to II (Fig. 24). 
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(Step 3) Let ZI Ell n oKd~~j,o, where z_ or z: is belonging to Kd:i~j,o. 
Let £1 be the simple curve of ff I Ao containing ZI' 

If £1 n oAo= {ZI}, then there exists a simple closed curve in ff I Ao by 
the Poincare-Bendixson theorem, which is a contradiction as is easily 
shown by an argument on the Euler number and singular points using the 
assumption (iii). Thus we have 

£1 n oAo= {Zl> za. 
Now if z~ E s~,o, then AO-£I consists of two connected components, 

say GI and G~, and one of the following two cases occurs (Fig. 24): 

S1. 
1,0 

(a) Both sto and sto are contained in one of GI and G~ (Fig. 24, (a)). 
(b) SLo and S~,o are separated by £1 (Fig. 24, (b)). 

z'-

S:'o 60 
Ao 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 24. 

Suppose that the case (a) (resp. (b)) above occurs .. We let SLo U sto 
cGI (resp. SLocGI ). Thus GI is homeomorphic to the 2 punctured 2-
disk (resp. one punctured 2-disk), and G~ is homeomorphic to the 2-disk 
(resp. one punctured 2-disk). 
. Let us consider the number of singular points in GI n S~,o and 
G~ n S~,o. In case z~ is a minus singular point, we understand that zi is a 
singular point of GI n S~,o (resp. G~ n S~,o) and not a singular point of 
G~ n S~,o (resp. GI n S~,()) if z~ is a cusp of oGi (resp. oGI). Let PI and lil 
(resp. pi and liD denote the numbers of the plus singular points and the 
minus singular points in GI n S~,o (resp. Gi n S~,o). 

Let GI U GI (resp. G~ U Gi) be the double of GI (resp. G0 obtained 
from two copies of GI (resp. G~) by identifying two copies of GI n oAo 
(resp. Gi n oAo). The double of ff I GI (resp. ff I Gi) defines a codimen
sion one Co foliation of GI U GI (resp. G~ U GD with PI + PI + P2 or PI + PI 
(resp. p~ or pi+P2) plus singular points and lil+ql+q2 or lil+ql (resp.li~ 
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or qi+q2) minus singular points according to the case (a) or (b). Here, 
in case zf is a minus singular point, we understand that zi is a minus singu
lar point of G1 U G1 (resp. Gi U GD and not a minus singular point of 
Gi U Gi (resp. G1 U ( 1) if zf is a cusp of aGi (resp. a(1). 

G1 U G1 is homeomorphic to 2 2(1) (resp. 2 1(1» and Gi U Gi is 
homeomorphic to D2 (resp. 2 1(1» in the case (a) (resp. (b». Thus, by the 
assumption (iii), we have 

Pl-ql=-7, pi-qi=1 

(resp. PI-lJl= -3, pi-lJi= -3). 

It follows from pi - qi = 1 (resp. pi - qi = - 3) that Gi n S~.o must 
contain at least one plus singular point (resp. three minus singular points). 
This implies that L separates z_ and~. Thus we have 

ql<laolqo· 

By the equationpl-ql=-7 (resp.PI-ql=-3), there exists a con
nected arc 12 in G1 n S~.o having minus singular points as its end points 
such that any other singular point does not belong to 12 • Let Z2 E 

12 naK~;i~j.o for some K~;i~j,O, and let L2 be the simple curve of § I AD con
taining Z2. Then, by the same reason as above, we have 

L2 n (S~.on ( 1)={Z2' za· 
If z~ E S~.O, then L2 divides G1 into two connected components, say G2 

and G~. We let SLOcG2• 

Let P2 and q2 (resp. p~ and q0 denote the numbers of plus singular 
points and minus singular points in G2 n S~.o (resp. G~ n S~.o). Then, by 
the same argument as above, we have 

Furthermore, the number of connected components of G2 n S~.o is at most 
two. Thus there exists a connected arc Is in G2 n S~.o having minus 
singular points as its end points such that any other singular point does 
not belong to la. We can take Zs E Is n aK~;i~j.o for some K~;i~j.o and 
repeat the process as above. Therefore, we can finally find a point Zo of 
S~.o with the following property: 

(10.2) Let Lo be the simple curve of § I AD containing ZOo Then 
another end point of Lo belongs to SLo or St~. 

(Step 4) In the following we assume that the homology class of 
Hl(SIXS~) represented by a compact leaf of §1(SlxS~) is ao()(o+bof3o, 
bo=l=O, and will show that the assumption' bo=l=O yields a contradiction. 

Now suppose that laol= 1, Po-qo= -6. Let Zo be a point of S~.o 
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satisfying the condition (10.2), and let Eo denote the simple curve of §' I Ao 
containing ZOo 

Suppose that another end point To of Eo belongs to SLo' Let us 
consider the image of Eo by 1Jf. when parameter s varies from 0 to 1 as in 
Section 9. Since laol= 1, we have 

1Jl"1(ZO)=Zo' 

The assumption bo=/=O implies that bifurcation occurs for 1Jf 8 (O<s::;;: 1). 
By the uniqueness of the simple curve in §' I Ao = §' I AI containing ZO, it 
follows that 1Jf1(Lo) contains Eo, and thus, by Proposition 9.4, the point To 
belongs to one of Ki;i~j,O, say z~ E Ki;i~,jo,o, and 1Jf1(Lo) consists of I simple 
curves in §'IAo=§'IAh say 

such that, letting z. and z: be end points of L. (s=O, 1,2, .. ·,1-1), two 
points Z:_I and z. belong to the interior of one of Ktl,j,o for s= 1,2, ... , 
/- 1. (Fig. 25). 

Let C. be the simple arc connecting Z:_1 and z. in such a Kti~j,O' 
Then the union of Eo, Ch E1, ••• , C I - h L I - 1 forms a Co curve C in Ao= 
Al connecting Zo and 1Jf I(Z~) (Fig. 25). 

Fig. 25. 

c, 

Let {C." C •• , ... , Cs,.} be the subset of {C.; s=I, 2,.", I-I} such 
that 

i=I,2, ... , u, 

and let C(i) (resp. C(U») denote a closed Co curve in Ao obtained as the 
union of E." C.,+h E. i +h •.. , E8H1 - 1 and an arc in Ki;i~,jo,o with end 
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points z", z;,+1- 1 for i = 1,2, .. " u-1 (resp. as the union of £"u' L'u+ 1' 

"', £'1-1 and an arc in .Kt;~,jo,O with end points z'u and Z~=Z~_I)' (Fig. 
26, (a». 

By pushing each Cs and arc contained in Kt;~,jo,O slightly into the 
interior of Ao, we can make CCi) a simple closed CO curve in Int Ao for 
i = 1,2, .. " u (Fig. 26, (b». By straightening the corner, we may sup
pose that each CCi) is a simple closed C" curve. 

Let us suppose that Ao is a subset of R2 in the natural manner, and 
let DCi) denote the closed set of R2 bounded by CCi). DCi) is diffeomorphic 
to the 2-disk (Fig. 26, (b». Then, since bo=FO,at least one of DCi) (i = 1, 
2, .. " u) contains sto, say D(i') ~ S~,o. 

Let Yo be a non-singular cr vector field on Ao whose orbits are 
§ I Ao· Then, by changing Yo in a small neighborhood of C(i') near C" 
we obtain a non-singular C" vector field Y~ such that CCi') is a closed 
orbit of Y~ (Fig. 27). 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 26. 

c. 

Yo 

Fig. 27. 
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Let 2 = D(i') n Ao and let 2 U 2 be the double of 2 obtained from 
two copies of· 2 by identifying their boundaries. Then 2 U 2 is dif
feomorphic to the torus or the orientable closed surface 22 of genus 2 
according to D(i') :;z5 sto or D(i'):) St~. On the other hand the double of 
Yri 12 defines a Co vector field with PI (resp. PI + P2) plus singular points 
and ql (resp. ql +qJ minus singular points if D(i'):;z5 sto (resp. D(i'):) sto). 
This is a contradiction. 

In case laol=3, Po-qo= -2, it can be proved by considering W. 
(0::;; s ::;; 3) that a contradiction also occurs. 

The above results imply that the assumption bo =1= ° yields a contradic
tion. Thus this theorem is proved. 

Now we prove Theorem B in Section 0. Let!Fo be as in Theorem B, 
that is, :Po is the union of the codimension one C~ foliations !F~ of SI X 
2 0(3), .fFSt) of SIXDi, !FSt) of SIXD~ and !FSt) of D2XSt, and let .fF' 
be a codimension one CT foliation (r > 2) of S3 transverse to .fFo, where 
20(3)=D2-Int Di-Int D;. 

Let ff =:Fo n :F'. Consider:F' 120(3) and ff 120(3). Then, by 
Proposition 3.6, ff I (SI X aDD and ff I (SI X aDD have compact leaves such 
that homology classes represented by the compact leaves are alai + bl/31 
(al*O) and a2a2+ b2/32 (a2 =1=O) respectively, and lal l(PI-ql)=2, la21(p2-qJ 
=2. Thus the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 are satisfied for !F~. There
fore, by Theorem 10.1, ff I (SI XiW2) has a compact leaf such that the 
homology class represented py it is ± ao . 

. On the other hand, by the consideration on ff I (D2 X SI), the homol
ogy class represented by a compact leaf of ff I (aD2 X SI) is ± /30 + ariao• 
This is a contradiction. Thus Theorem B is proved. 

The most results on existence problem in Nishimori [2] can be proved 
by the arguments as in Sections 9 and 10. 

§ 11. Proof of Theorem D 

Let hn : SI X D2-.S1 X D2 denote the C~ diffeomorphism defined by 

Then, for the 2 punctured 2-sphere 2i3)=D2-Int Di-Int Di, we have a 
decomposition of the solid torus SI X D2 as follows: 

For the co dimension one C~ foliation !F~ of SI X 2 0(3) as in Section 10, 
we denote :Fan) = {hn(L); L E :F~}. Then the union of :Fan) and two 
plus Reeb foliations :PSt) of hn(SI X DD and hn(SI X DD determines a 
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codimension one C~ foliation of SI X DZ, which is denoted by §in ). 

Furthermore, let /F(n) denote the codimension one C~ foliation of SI X DZ 

=(SIXIo(3))'U(SIXDD'U(SIXD~)' consisting of codimension one C~ 
foliations /F~ of (SI X Io(3))' as in Section 10, /Fin) of (SI X DD' as above 
and the plus Reeb foliation /F'It) of (SI X m)' (Fig. 28). 

S'XD' 

-- --

Fig. 28. 

We have the following proposition: 

Proposition 11.1. Let /F(n) be the codimension one c~ foliation of 
the solid torus SlxDZ as above. Then, if n*O, there does not exist any 
codimension one C' foliation (r ~2) of SI X DZ transverse to ,'F(n). 

Proof Suppose that n*O and there exists a transversely orientable 
codimension one C' foliation /F' of SI X D Z transverse to /F(n). Denote 
ff = /F(n) n §'. Then /F'I (SI X DD' is a codimension one C' foliation 
transverse to /Fin), and thus, ~"= {h;I(L'); L' e ~'I (SI X DD'} is a 
codimension one C' foliation of SI X DZ transverse to the codimension 
one C' foliation of SI X D Z consisting of codimension one foliations /F~ 
of Io(3) and two plus Reeb foliations of SIXD~ and SIXD~. Thus it fol
lows from Theorem 10.1 (cf. Proof of Theorem B) that /F~ n /F" I (SI X DZ) 
has at least one compact leaf and that the homology class of H 1(S1 X aDZ) 
represented by a compact leaf is ± a, the homology class represented by 
a longitude. This implies that ff I a(SI X DD' has at least one compact 
leaf and the homology class represented by a compact leaf is ±a1±n,8l> 
where a1 and ,81 are homology classes as in Section 10. 

Next let us consider ff I (SI X Io(3))'. Let a k , ,8k' ak , bk (k=O, 1,2) 
be as in Section 10, and let Pk and qk be the numbers of plus Reeb com
ponents and minus Reeb components of ffl(SIXSD' for k=O, 1,2. 
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Then, as was used in Theorem 10.1, we have 

Therefore, by Proposition 4.2, we have 

Thus the assumptions (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 10.1 are satisfied for (SI X S~)' 
and (SIXS~)', and it follows from Theorem 10.1 that the homology class 
represented by a compact leaf of ffla(SIXDD' should be ±al • This is 
a contradiction. In case §" is not transversely orientable, by considering 
the double covering of SI X D2, the same arguments work. Thus this 
proposition is proved. 

Now we prove Theorem D in Section 0. Let M be a 3-dimensional 
Coo manifold. Then, for an imbedding g: SI XD2-+M, there exists a 
codimension one Coo foliation ff of M - Int g(SI X D2) with g(SI X aD2) 
as a compact leaf. Let :F(n) be the codimension one Coo foliation of 
SI X D2 as in Proposition 11.1, and let :F be a codimension one Coo folia
tion of M consisting of ff and g*§"(n) = {g(L); L e :F(n)} (n:;t:O). Then 
:F does not admit any transverse codimension one C' foliation (r > 2) 
by Proposition 11.1. Thus Theorem D is proved. 

§ 12. Proof of Theorem A 

Let k be a non-trivial fibred knot in the 3-sphere and let N(k) be a 
tubular neighborhood of k. Let n-: E1-+S1 be a Coo fibering over the 
circle with IiI) as fibre, where EI=S8-IntN(k) and IiI) is the one 
punctured surface of genus g (g > I). Thus we have 

We specify orientations on SIX{*} and {**}XaD2 for * e aD\ ** e SI. 
By the natural identification of {**}XaD2 with the base space SI of n-, an 
orientation on the base space SI is specified. Let a and f3 be generators 
of HI(aN(k» represented by the longitude and the meridian with orienta
tions as above. 

Let :F denote the codimension one Coo foliation of S8 which is the 
union of the plus Reeb foliation §"'zt) of N(k) = SI X D2 and the codimen
sion one Coo foliation §'~ of EI as in Section 4: 

Thus ofF has a unique compact leaf aN(k) = TI 
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Suppose that there exists a codimensidil one CT foliation ~' of S3 
transverse to ~ (r:2:2). Obviously~' is transversely orientable. As is 
well-known, ~' has a Reeb component by Novikov's result [4], that is, 
there exists a subset N' of S3 diffeomorphic to SI X D2 such that ~' I N' 
is a Reeb foliation of N'. We specify an orientation of SI X {*'} (*' e aD2) 
so that ~' I N' is a plus CT Reeb foliation of N'. Let a' and 13' be 
generators of H 1(aN') represented by S I X{*'} and {**'}XaD2. 

We let 

ff=~n~'. 

Then, by Proposition 5.l, the following lemma holds: 

Lemma 12.1. (I) (i) ff I aN(k) has a compact leaf 
(ii) The homology class of H 1(aN(k» represented by a compact leaf 

of fflaN(k) is ±(a+bfi), where Ibl=2g-L 
(iii) There exist closed subsets Ki> K2, ... , Kq +2' Ki, K~, ... , K~ of 

oN(k)=oEl such that ff I Ki is a plus Reeb component with respect to ~k+) 
'and a minus Reeb component with respect to ~ n for i == 1, 2, ... , q + 2; 
'and that ff I K~ is a minus Reeb component with respect to:Fk+) and a plus 
Reeb component with respect to :F n for i:::;; 1, 2, ... , q. 

(II) (i) fflaN' has a compact leaf 
(ii) The homology class of H 1(aN') represented by a compact leaf of 

ff I aN' is +(a'+b'f3). 
(iii) ff I aN' hasp/us Reeb components ff I Ki+),ff I Ki+), ... , ff I K~;J2 

and minus Reeb components ffIKi-), ffIKi-), ... , ffIK~;-) with respect to 
$=" IN'. 

Proof (I) (i), (II) (i), (ii) and (iii) are direct consequences of Pro
position 5.1. The homology class of Hl(aN(k» represented by a compact 
leaf of fflaN(k) is ±a+bf3 by Proposition 5.1. Let p and q (resp. Ii 
and q) be the numbers of plus Reeb components and minus Reeb com
ponents of fflaN(k)=fflaEI with respect to :Fk+) (resp. §'K). Then, by 
Proposition 5.1, we have 

p-q=2, Ibl(p-q)=2(1-'-2g). 

The conclusions of (I) (ii) and (iii) follow from these equations. Thus this 
lemma is proved. 

Lemma 12.2. N(k) n N' =f=.ifJ, El n N' =f=.ifJ. 

Proof If El n N' = ifJ, then N' is contained in Int N(k). This 
implies that each leaf of ff I aN' is compact; which contradicts Lemma 
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12.1, (II), (iii). If N(k)nN'=cp, then N' is contained in Int E1• This 
implies that each leaf of IT IoN' is compact, which contradicts also Lemma 
12.1, (II), (iii). Thus this lemma is proved. 

Lemma 12.3. Let K be a connected component of oN(k) n N'. Then 
IT I K is a plus or a minus Reeb component with respect to .'F}t). 

Proof. Obviously oK consists of two compact leaves of IT I oN(k), 
say £ and £'. Each leaf of IT lInt K is an intersection of oN(k) and a 
noncompact leaf of .'F'I Int N'. If there exists a compact leaf in 
.'F'I Int N', then there exists a compact leaf in IT I L' for a noncompact 
leaf L' of .'F'I Int N'. Since L' is diffeomorphic to R2, this is a contradic
tion. Therefore there does not exist any compact leaf in IT lInt K. 
Furthermore, by considering the holonomy of .'F' with respect to oN', it 
follows that the holonomy of IT I K with respect to £ and L' having 
orientations induced from SI X {*} are both contracting or expanding. 
Thus this lemma is proved. 

Lemma 12.4. Let B be a connected component of N(k) n N'. Then 
B n oN(k) is connected and IT I (B n aN(k)) is a plus Reeb component with 
respect to .'Fk+). 

Proof. Suppose that B n oN(k) consists of connected components 
KJ> K2, "', Km. By considering the holonomy of .'F' with respect to 
aN' n N(k), it follows that all of IT I K1, IT I K2, •• " IT [Km are plus Reeb 
components or minus Reeb components with respect to .'Fk+). 

Let L be a noncompact leaf of §'k+). Then L n B has m ends cor
responding to Ki (i = 1, 2, .. " m) and IT [ (L n B) is a codimension one 
CT foliation of L n B. Let ~ be a polygon obtained from L n B by 
cutting down the ends of L n B as in the proofs of Propositions 3.6 and 
4.2. Then IT [~ is a codimension one cr foliation of ~ with m singular 
points in a~. Let ~ U ~ be the double of ~ obtained from two copies of 
~ by identifying the two copies of the closure of a~ - (o~ noB). The double 
of IT [~ determines a codimension one cr foliation of the double ~ U ~ 
with m singular points. The indices of these singular points are all 1 or 
all -1 according to IT [Ki (i = 1,2, .. " m) are plus Reeb components or 
minus Reeb components. ~ U ~ is the m punctured 2-sphere. Therefore, 
by considering the Euler number of ~ U~, we have 

2-m=±m. 

This implies that m = 1 and IT I Kl is a plus Reeb component. Thus this 
lemma is proved. 
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Let us consider N' n E1. By Lemma 12.4, N' n E1 is connected. Let 
Xl' X2, ••• , Xn be connected components of N' n aE1• Then, by Lemma 
12.1, (I), (iii) and Lemma 12.4, § I Xi (i = 1,2, ... , n) are minus Reeb 
components with respect to ~~. 

Let L' be a noncompact leaf of ~~. Then L' n N' has n ends cor
responding to Xi (i = 1, 2, ... , n) and § I (L' n N') is a codimension one 
c r foliation of L' n N'. Let S' be a polygon obtained from L' n N' by 
cutting down the ends of L' n N' as in the proofs of Propositions 3.5 and 
4.2. Then § IS' is a codimension one cr foliation of S' with n singular 
points in as'. Let S' US' be the double of S' obtained from two copies 
of S' by identifying the two copies of the closure of as' - (as' n aN'). The 
double of § IS' determines a codimension one C r foliation of the double 
S' US' with n singular points. The indices of these singular points are all 
-1, since § I Xi (i = 1, 2, ... , n) are minus Reeb components. S' US' 
is an n punctured surface of genus 2g' for some g' <g. Thus, by con
sidering the Euler number of S' US', we have 

2-4g'-n= -no 

This is a contradiction. Therefore there does not exist a codimension 
one c r foliation transverse to.'? Thus Theorem A in Section 0 is 
proved. 

Remark 12.5. In case k is a trefoil knot, the homomorphism 1>* in
duced from the monodromy map of the fibering 'it: E1-.S1 is given by the 

matrix ( _ ~ ~). Thus Theorem C implies Theorem A in case k is a trefoil 

knot. On the contrary, in case k is a figure eight knot, the homomorphism 

1>* is given by (i ~). Thus, by Theorem C, there exists a transversely 

orientable codimension one C r foliation of E1 transverse to §"~ in this 
case. However, Theorem A shows that this codimension one foliation 
cannot be extended to a codimension one cr foliation of S3 transverse to 
§" in Theorem A. 

§ 13. Some examples of vector fields on foliations 

In this section we study vector fields on codimension one cr folia
tions of 3-dimensional c~ manifolds which are not transversely integrable 
(r>I). 

Let E be a compact connected orientable 3-dimensional c~ manifold 
with boundary and let 'it: E-.S1 be a c~ fibering over Sl with fibre 
Sg(m) (m>I). We fix a Riemannian metric on E. Let §"! be a codi-
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mension one C~ foliation of E as in Section 4 and let L be a noncompact 
leaf of ff~. 

Let aE = U~=l T% as in Section 4 and let C(k): r Xl ~E, c(k)(r X {O}) 
caE be a sufficiently thin collar of T~ in E such that 1t'(C(k)({y} XI»= 
1t'(C(k)(y, 0» for k= 1,2, ... , s. Let p(k): c(k)(T2 X [0, l))~r be the pro
jection defined by p(k)(y, t) = y. Let x be a point of T% and let Xl' X2, ... , 
Xn , ••• be points of C(k)({X} X [0, 1» n L such that 

lim Xn=X. 

Obviously this implies that 

and that there exist sufficiently small neighborhoods U:n of X in T~ and 
u'c" of Xn in L (n= 1,2, ... ) such that p(k) I U:n,,: U:n,,~U:r: is a C~ dif
feomorphism. A CT tangent vector field Y on L is said to be convergent 
if, for any point X E T% (k= 1,2, ... , s) and any choice of Xn and U:n .. 
(n= 1,2, ... ), the sequence of vector fields dp(k)(YI U:n n ) (n= 1,2, ... ) 
converges to a CT vector fields of U:n in the CT topology. A convergent 
CT tangent vector field Yon L is said to be non-singular if there exists a 
positive real number e>O such that I Y(x)l>e (x E L). 

Let Y be a convergent CT tangent vector field on L. Then we can 
define a vector field Y on aE by 

(z E Tn, 

where {xn} is a sequence of pOInts of L such that limn_~xn=z. As is 
easily verified, Y is a CT tangent vector field on aE. The vector field Y 
on aE defined as above is called the limit vector field of Y and is denoted 
by lim Y. In case Y is non-singular convergent, then lim Y is non
singular. 

We have the following propositions: 

Proposition 13.1. Let .'?}t) be the plus Reeb foliation of the solid 
torus Sl X D2 and let L be a noncom pact leaf of ff}t). Suppose that Y is 
a non-singular convergent CT tangent vector field on L (r~I). Then the 
limit vector field lim Y on Sl X aD2 has the following properties: 

(i) lim Y has at least one closed orbit. 
(ii) Let Lcomp be a closed orbit of liIIl Yand [Lcomp] be the homology 

class of Hl(Sl X aD2) represented by Lcomp. Then it holds that 
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where a and f3 are generators of HJ(SJ X aD2) as in Section 2. 
(iii) Let p and q be the numbers of the plus and the minus Reeb com~ 

ponents in the codimension one c r foliation of SJ X aD2 formed by the orbits 
of lim Y. Then it holds that 

p-q=2. 

The proof of Proposition 13.1 is the same as that of Proposition 3.6. 

Proposition 13.2. Let E and sz;-~ be as above, and let L be a non
compact leaf of ~!. Suppose that Y is a non-singular convergent C r 

tangent vector field on L (r:;;::: 1). Let §" denote the codimension one C, 
foliation of aE formed by the orbits of the limit vector field lim Y of Y, and 
let ale, b le , CIe'PIe and qk be as in Section 4. Then the equation of Proposi
tion 4.2 holds. . 

The proof of Proposition 13.2 is the same as that of Proposition 4.2. 

Proposition 13.3. Let ~r;), Land Y be as in Proposition 13.1. 
Suppose that there exists a cr vector field Y1 on a neighborhood U of 
Sl X aD2 in Sl X D2 tangent to ~}t) such that Y1 I (L n U) = Y I (L n U). 
Then there exists a non-singular C r vector field Y on ~k+) such that 
YIL=Y. 

Proof Let 'Z'(SI X D2) denote the tangent bundle of Sl X D2 and let Tl 
denote the 2-plane bundle over Sl X D2 which is a subbundle OfT(Sl X D2) 
consisting of vectors tangent to leaves of ~k+). Let G be a subset of 
{*} X D2 such that G is diffeomorphic to aD2 X I and is contained in U and 
that one of the connected components of aG is a submanifold of Land 
the other is a submanifold of Sl X aD2. (Fig. 29). Let 2 denote the 
compact subset of L bounded by G n L. We denote by W the compact 
3~dimensional manifold obtained by cutting Sl X D2 at 2 U G (Fig. 29)~ 
Since W is homeomorphic to the 3-disk, the 2-plane bundle 'Z'i over W 
obtained from 'Z'l is trivial. Thus, by making use of a trivialization of Ti, 
the union of the vector fields YI2 and Y1 I (G U Sl X aD2) defines a contin
uous map 

aW~R2-{O}. 

Since niR2-{O})=O, this map can be extended over W. This implies the 
existence of Y as in this proposition. 

We remark that, for given two non-singular convergent c r tangent 
vector fields Y on Land Y' on [./ such that lim Y = lim Y', a result 
similar to Proposition 13.3 holds, where Land L' are noncompact leaves 
of ~k+). 
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w 

Fig. 29. 

S'XD' 

Proposition 13.4. Let 2 0(3), SlxSi, ~~, 13k (k=O, 1,2), ,,: SIX20(3) 
-+Sl and j!='~ be as in Section lO, and let L be a noncom pact leaf of j!=':. 
Suppose that Y is a non-singular convergent CT tangent vector field (r > I) 
on L satisfying the following conditions (i), (ii), (iii): 

( i ) There exists a CT vector field Yl .on a neighborhood U of aE in 
E tangent to ~~ such that Yll (L n U) = YI (L n U). .. 

(ii) lim YI (Sl X SD has at least one closed orbit for k=O, 1,2. 
(iii) Let the homology class of HI(SI X SD represented by a compact 

leaf of lim YI (Sl XSD be a k cx k +b k /3k and let Pk and qk be the numbers of 
plus and minus Reeb components of the codimension, one CT foliation of 
SI XSiformed by the orbits of lim YI (Sl xSD for k=O, 1,2; then it holds 
that ak= I and Pk-qk=2 for k= 1,2. 

Then there exists a non-singular CT vector field Y tangent to ~; such 
that Y I L= Y if and only if bl = 3bo, b2 = 3bo· 

Proof By Proposition 13.2, we have laol(po-qo)= -6. Let YOYI 
and Y~Y2 be two straight lines in 20(3) such that Yo, y~ E S~, Yl E S~, Y2 E S~ 

and YOYI n Y~Y2 = cp (Fig. 30). _ 
First suppose that there exists a cr vector field Y as above. As was 

mentioned in Section lO, the natural framing of the tangent bundle !'(L) 
of a noncompact leaf L of ~! gives a trivialization. of !'(~~). The 
framing as above induces the framings {a/ao, a/aoo} of !'(Sl XSn on Sl X 
{Yo} and {-(a/aO), a/aol} of !'(Sl X SD on Sl X {Yl}, where a/ao, a/aoo and 
a/aol are unit tangent vectors of SI, S~ and S~ with orientations as in 
Section lO respectively (Fig. 30). 

The vector field Y I (Sl X YOYI) defines a continuous map 
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y~ 
ao ao 

a 
aoo 

Fig. 30. S'xSJ 

by 

It(x, s)=(u/.vtf+v2, v/.vU2 +V2), 

where u and v are components of Y(x, s) with respect to the framing as 
above at (x, s) e SI X YOYI' Since al = 1 and PI- ql = 2, the degree of the 
map It I (SI X {YI}): SI X {YI}~SI is -bl' On the other hand, since 
lao I(Po-qo) = -6, the degree of the map It I (SI X {Yo}): SI X {YO}~SI is 
-3bo• Obviously It I (SI X {YI}) and It I (SI X {Yo}) are homotopic. Thus 
we have bl = 3bo. Similarly we have b2 = 3bo. 

Conversely if it holds that bl = 3bo and b2 = 3bo, then, by making use of 
the argument as above, the tangent vector field (Y U YI) I «SI X YOYI) n U') 
can be extended to a non-singular CT tangent vector field of 't'(?~) on 
SI X YOYI, where U' is a suitably chosen neighborhood of (SI X {Yo}) U 
(SiX {YI)) such that U'cU. We can make a similar extension for SiX 

Y~Y2' 
The 3-dimensional C~ manifold with comer obtained from SI X 20<3) 

by cutting along SI X YOYI and SI X Y~Y2 is homeomorphic to the solid 
torus. Therefore, by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 
13.3, we have a vector field Y with desired properties. Thus this proposi
tion is proved. 

Now we show an example of vector fields as in Proposition 13.4. 
Let Y be a C~ tangent vector field on a noncompact leaf Lo of ~~ shown 
by the vector field on Ao=Lo n A as in Fig. 31, (a) with the limit vector 
field lim Yas in Fig. 31, (b), where Ao is as in Section 9. Remark that 
a k , bk,Pk and qk in Proposition 13.4 are as follows: 
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Fig. 31 

(a) 

S' 

S'XSJ S'XS: S'XS; 

(b) 

ao=l, bo=l, a1=az=l, b1=b2=3, 

~=~ ~=~ ~=A=~ ~=~=Q 

Then Y can be extended to a C~ vector field f on S1 X l'o(3) tangent to 
§"~ as is shown in Fig. 32. This construction is due to Koichi Yano. 

The following proposition is obvious (cf. [6, Theorem 7]). 

Proposition 13.5. Let.'? be a codimension one C' foliation of a 
3-dimensional C~ manifold M (r ;;:=::2). Then a codimension one C' foliation 
;F" of M is transverse to §" if and only if there exists a non-singular C,-l 
vector field X on M tangent to §' such that X is transverse to each leaf of :F'. 

Thus, by Theorem 1O.l, there does not exist any co dimension one C' 
foliation of S1 X.4 0(3) to which C~ vector field f of Fig. 32 is transverse. 
Making use of the following proposition, this fact can be shown directly 
as below. 

Let Y be a non-singular C' vector field (r > 1) on a 3-dimensional 
C~ manifold M and let C be a simple closed C' curve on M. If 1 sin OX I' 

<e holds for the angle Ox formed by Y(x) and the tangent vector of C 
at x for any point x E C, the simple curve C is called an e-closed orbit of Y. 
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Fig. 32. 
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Proposition 13.6. Let Y be a non-singular C r vector field (r > 2) on a 
compact 3-dimensional Coo manifold such that Yj aM is tangent to aM if 
aM =f=p and let {Ca}(a E I) be the set of all the closed orbits of Y. 8uppose 
thatJor given e>O, there exists always an e-closed orbit C(e) such that C(e) 
is null homotopic in M-Uae2' Ca. Then there does not exist any codimen
sionone cr foliation of M transverse to the one dimensional foliation f/ of 
M formed by the orbits of Y. 

Proof. Assume that there exists a codimension one cr foliation §' 

of M transverse to f/. Then, for a sufficiently small e>O, an e closed 
orbit C(e) of Y as above is transverse to~. C(e) bounds a 2-disk 
immersed in M - Uae2' Ca. Therefore, by Novikov's result [4], there 
exists 8 1 X D2 imbedded in M such that {*} X D2 is contained in the 
immersed 2-disk and ~ I (81 X D2) is the Reeb foliation. Since YI (81 X D2) 
is transverse to ~ I (81 X D2), there exists a closed orbit of YI (81 X U) 
which intersects the immersed 2-disk. This is a contradiction. Thus this 
proposition is proved. 

The original type of this proposition is due to Yano [8]. 
For the Coo vector field of Fig. 32, an e-closed orbit C(e) of Y satis

fying the conditions in Proposition 13.6 exists as is shown in Fig. 33. 
(Fig. 33 shows a part of a covering of A.) This proves the statement 
above. 

AlIl12 Ao A'M 
Fig. 33. 

, 
I 

/0 , 
I 
I 

~o 
\ 
\ 

'. 

In the following we show the existence of a non-singular Coo vector 
field X on the plus Reeb foliation §'k+) of the solid torus 8 1 XD2 such 
that there does not exist any codimension one cr foliation (r ~2) of 
8 1 X D2 transverse to X. Let Xbe a Coo vector field on .'?k+) such that XI Ao, 
XI AI/2 and XI (81 X 8 1) are as in Fig. 34. This construction is also due 
to Koichi Yano. By the remark after Proposition 13.3, such a COO vector 
field X exists. Suppose that there exists a codimension one cr foliation 
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a, 
a, 

(a) 

ai a~ a; a; a; a~ a~ as a; 

ai, a, 

a, 

X/(S'XS') 

a~o afl ai2 

(c) 

Fig. 34. 

ai, 

a14 

a lO all 

(b) 

ai3 ai, ai5 ai6 air ai8 aig a~o ai 

(r > 2) transverse to X, say g;:-'. Let ff = /Fk+) n /F'. Then ff I (SI X D2) 
has a compact leaf £ as in Fig. 34, (c). Consider the leaf L' of /F' con
taining £ and the simple curves £o=L' n Ao in Ao and £1/2=L' n A1n 
in Al/2 (Fig. 34, (a), (b)). £0 shows that 

L'n (SIXoD2)-£cS1X[as, aB] 

and, on the other hand, £1/2 shows that 

L' n(SIXoD2)-£cS1X[aa, aI2]. 

However the leaf L' n (SI X OD2) - £ of ff transverse to XI (SI X oD2) 
cannot satisfy the above implications. Thus /F' as above does not exist. 
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